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MESSAGE FROM DEBORAH:
In this 4th edition of Sentimental Expressions® , I find myself in a different
place. I have a life threatening disease that has changed my life for the better.
(Yes I mean what I said.) Whenever you go through a trial, it is meant for your
growth and that is what has happened to me.  I am more passionate about
what I do, more compassionate of others, my faith has grown even stronger
and in general, I just simply want to make a difference in my life and in yours.

I hope when you see the newest designs, my compassion and passion shows
through. I so enjoyed creating the designs for you to enjoy or to give to
someone else.  When I look back on my work over the last year, I see new
strength, lessons learned, new journeys taken, and my faith arising! Most
importantly, I want to continue to make a difference. I did not have to be
amazing or perfect, I just wanted to offer you the best I had. My hope is that
when you see the designs and read the poetry they will affect you in the
same way!

It has been said, that if you don’t go after what you want with everything you
have, you will not attain it. I am so grateful my dream is fulfilled with another
edition of Sentimental Expressions®.

Hugs,

"It is my strongest desire THAT THE JEWELRY AND THE MESSAGE BRING

HOPE, COMFORT, ENCOURAGEMENT, JOY, AND JUST SIMPLY EXPRESS HOW YOU ARE FEELING TOO."

Each piece of Sentimental
Expressions® jewelry
comes pre-packaged in 
a stylish magnetic gift
box, to protect the
jewelry that has so much
to say. Also included is a
poem card with the poem
& verse printed in English
on one side and Spanish
on the other.

Packaging

4TH EDITION FEATURES MORE THAN 30 NEW ITEMS. LOOK
FOR THE  New! SYMBOL THROUGHOUT THE CATALOG.

Shown on Front Cover: QSX606 (p.30), QSX608 (p.45), 
QSX337 (p.21), QSX357 (p.34), QSX614 (p.55)

Shown on Back Cover: QSX121 (p.36), QSX615 (p.55), QSX588 (p.1)
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Grandma
You mean the world to me

When I am with you or apart.
Just wanted you to know today

You are a part of my heart.
© Deborah J Birdoes

Mother
You mean the world to me

When I am with you or apart.
Just wanted you to know today

You have a part of my heart.
© Deborah J Birdoes

Sister
You mean the world to me

When I am with you or apart.
Just wanted you to know today

You have a part of my heart.
© Deborah J Birdoes

“
”

“ ” “ ”
A sister is a gift to the heart, a
friend to the spirit, a golden
thread to the meaning of life.
-Isadora James

No influence is so powerful
as that of the mother.
-Sarah Josepha Hale 

A garden of Love grows in
a Grandmother's heart.
-Author Unknown
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Family Gathering 
Not just gathered by our arms,
We are gathered by the heart.
We are bound to each other.
We were from the very start.

There’s a tapestry of memories
That each one of us shares.
We are there for each other

Through actions and our prayers.

Yesterday, today and tomorrow,
Through good times and even strife.
What a blessing it really is to know

We are joined together for life.
© Deborah J Birdoes

8-16-2012

Family

New 

Collection!
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we are family
Proud to be a part of family,
It makes life so worthwhile.

Sharing laughter and our dreams,
Giving hugs and our smiles.

We grow even closer together,
With the passing of each year.
Hand to hand, heart to heart

While keeping each other near.

Hopes of tomorrow we’ll always have,
And our memories of yesterday,

We will always be a family
Celebrating the love we have today.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-16-2012
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Family Heart Strings
Mother, Father, daughters, sons, granddaughters,
grandsons, daughters-in-law, sons-in-law, sisters,

brothers, sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law, 
grandmothers, grandfathers, uncles, aunts,

nieces, nephews, cousins and extended family, all
bless our life! When we began this adventure of
family, we had no idea of the incredible joys or
sorrows that lay ahead. Nor did we know how

much we would need each other.

Every day, we need each other 
still. Each one of us is a part of each other. Our
family is made up of invisible heart strings that
knit us together in love. Sometimes the strings

may be stretched but they will never break.
Here’s to us who believe in family and are 

glad to be a part of it!
© Deborah J Birdoes

You don’t choose your
family. They are God’s gift
to you, as you are to them. 
-Desmond Tutu

Other things may
change us, but we start
and end with the family. 
-Anthony Brandt

“
”

“
”
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PINK AND CLEAR CZ

Love binds us Together
In every family unit,

There is love to be found.
Tied with a common thread, 

By love we are bound.

It’s love that brings us close,
The greatest joy that is known.
It’s love that makes us happy
In a family we call our own.

Our arms are always open.
Our love will never cease.

We’re so happy to be a part 
Of nature’s masterpiece!

© Deborah J Birdoes
6-3-2010

Knitted Together 
By Love

There’s nothing like family
Where you can turn to,

A family full of love,
A family that is true.

Each day a golden thread
Of love is woven through,

Tapestry of memories,
Stitched by love just for you.

Family means so many things
But one that rises above,

Is the truth that each one of us
Are knitted together by our love.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-24-2009
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For You… Grandma
Grandma I always think of you.
You have touched my very soul.

I treasure who you are to me,
More than you’ll ever know.

© Deborah J Birdoes

For You… my friend
My friend I always think of you.
You have touched my very soul.

I treasure who you are to me,
More than you’ll ever know.

© Deborah J Birdoes

For You… my sister
My sister I always think of you.

You have touched my very soul.
I treasure who you are to me,
More than you’ll ever know.

© Deborah J Birdoes

For You… 
my daughter

My daughter I always think of you.
You have touched my very soul.

I treasure who you are to me,
More than you’ll ever know.

© Deborah J Birdoes

For You… my love
My love I always think of you.

You have touched my very soul.
I treasure who you are to me,
More than you’ll ever know.

© Deborah J Birdoes

For You… mother
Mother I always think of you.

You have touched my very soul.
I treasure who you are to me,
More than you’ll ever know.

© Deborah J Birdoes
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Mother's pride and joy
How can I ever explain to you
The love I hold in my heart?

You are my pride and joy.
You were from the very start.

Not everything in life is perfect
But every once in a while,

There comes that perfect moment.
It comes when I see your smile.

I am proud to be your mother.
I can say this happily.

You are my pride and joy,
And what a gift you are to me.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-24-2014

Legacy of Love

To laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent
people and the respect of children; to earn the appreciation of
honest critics and endure the portrayal of false friends, to
appreciate beauty, to find the best in others; to leave the world
a bit better, whether by a healthy child, by a garden patch or a
redeemed social condition; to know that even one life has
breathed easier because you lived. This is to have succeeded. 
-Ralph  Waldo Emerson

FAMILY... the one thing you can always trust/have in life.
FAMILY... Love is unconditional here.
FAMILY... a place you will always be welcome.
FAMILY... God blessed us with it for a reason.

The inheritance of a good example is the best thing you can leave
for your children. Your values you have learned should not be
kept inside but be passed down. It is the repetition of excellence
that remains. William James wrote, “ The greatest use of life is to
spend it for something that will outlast it.” One never knows how
long they will live but they can do something about the depth.
Live your life so it will be worth remembering.
-Deborah J. Birdoes
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With you always
(Mother) (Daughter) (Friend)

Wear this pendant as a reminder of the love that is in our hearts
for each other.  Wherever you are, I am always thinking of you.
You live inside of my heart. I will wear the matching pendant

knowing that you have the other half of my heart.

Forever in My Heart
(a Mother and a

Child's Love)
Since the day I first saw you,

Right from the very start,
Our love was engraved

Forever in my heart.

Love has found a place
In the center of my heart,
Where you will always be

Whether together or apart.

A mother and child’s love,
There is like no other,

Since the day you were born
And I became your mother.

My world has changed
Since you are now a part.
My heart so much fuller,

With you in my heart.
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-16-2010
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a mother's touch
A mother leaves an imprint

On each one of our days.
She’s the quiet little hero

Wiping our tears away.

She reaches out her arms
To share in fragile places.

Memories shared together
Is what she embraces.

She’s an angel here on earth
With a wing and a prayer,

She’s your silent little partner.
Who will always be there.

She knows the risk she takes,
Always loving so much.

But she will risk it all.
That’s a mother’s touch!

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-20-2010

Maternal Bond
Oh the overwhelming love I feel
As I look at your precious face.

Oh the dreams that I have for you
As you grow in my arms of grace.

We’ll spend years together you and I.
I will keep you ever close to me.

Holding your hand for a little while
Until the lifeline of life cuts free.

You will soar as it was meant to be
Although our hearts will be together.

The maternal bond never broken
Holding your heart in mine forever.

© Deborah J Birdoes
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A Mother’s Journey
It seems almost impossible

As I look down memory lane.
All that comes to my mind
And all that I have gained.

We spent our days generously,
As if time would never end.

Laughter, fun and love throughout
And hearts that had to mend.

Oh the treasures that I hold
As I look into your eyes,

Is mixed with a bitter cup
Of how fast time does fly.

I’d hold on to you forever
If only I knew I could,

For you returned the very best
In my journey of motherhood.

The joy that’s in your heart,
I can see perfectly,

Is a reflection of my love
Coming gently back to me.

© Deborah J Birdoes

VERSE:
“Her children stand and bless her.” -Proverbs 31:28

MESSAGE:
The pave CZ’s on the heart grow bigger representing
how our love grows with each step of the journey.

QSX233
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

I Love You Mom
Your friends may come and go

But a mother’s love is here to stay.
I love you Mom for who you are
And wanted you to know today.

You have stood by my side
And truly helped me grow.

I love you Mom for who you are
And wanted you to know.

I am glad that you’re my mother
And thank the stars above.

I love you Mom for who you are
But especially for your love.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-21-2009
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Front view

REVERSE SIDE
READS:

I love you Mom

My Mother, My gift
I want you to know today

You are a gift to me.
You gave me wings to fly
And then you set me free.

Our love continues to grow.
We are still close at heart.
I’m always grateful for you

Whether together, or apart.

With warmth and love, I think of you,
I realize how much you cared.

I’m lucky that you’re my mother,
A mother, who is always there.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-31-2012
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I Love You More
I’ve made a very wise choice.

There’s nothing you have to do.
You are always in my heart,
In a place reserved for you. 

In my heart you will remain
Where so much love is stored.
As much love you give to me,

I will love you even more.
© Deborah J Birdoes

12-6-2013
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My Daughter in
Law, My Friend
My daughter in law, my friend,

I welcome you in our home.
You are precious and sweet,
Just like you were my own.

You are part of our family
Giving it a special touch.

I wanted you to know today
I love you very much.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-18-2009
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ANTIQUED LETTERING

Front view

REVERSE SIDE READS:
My Daughter in
law, my friend

A Part of 
My Heart

It doesn’t matter where you are
Whether close or very far.

You’ll always be a part of me
Forever you will always be.

Just call my name, I’ll be there
To show how much I truly care.

Bound by love, it keeps us strong.
In my heart where you belong.

The future none of us can see.
What lies ahead is a mystery.

Today, tomorrow, it’s all the same.
The love we have will never change.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-16-2008

Mother

Front
View

Daughter
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To my Granddaughter
There’s love in my heart
Just watching you grow.

I am so proud of you
And wanted you to know.

You’ve been very special,
No room for any doubt.

You are the granddaughter
I’ve been boasting about.

You’re a masterpiece of love.
Nothing compares with this! 
My granddaughter, my angel

As I send you a kiss.

You give me such joy.
You always make me smile.

I cherish moments with you.
They always linger for awhile.

The time with you I treasure,
It’s what dreams are made of.

My world is a much better place
Because of your love.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-15-2010

To My Daughter
Many treasures I have had,

But there is one not to miss.
My daughter, my friend,
You are on top of the list.

So I am taking this time
To just let you know,

The joy you have brought
Keeps touching my soul.

Spending time with you
Still makes my heart sing.

I don’t think you realize
All the joy that you bring.

Of all the daughters in the world,
God was searching through,

He found the very best 
By giving me one like you.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-14-2010

my daughter, my
heart's treasure

There’s a place in my heart
Where you and I share.
It’s a place in my heart

Where you are always there.

It’s where I carry memories
Of the days we spend together.

They are locked in my heart
Where they remain forever.

Your love means so much to me,
Giving me the greatest pleasure.

You are so precious to me,
My daughter, my heart’s treasure.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-20-2011
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REVERSE SIDE READS:
My daughter, always

a part of my heart

REVERSE SIDE READS:
Mother, always a
part of my heart

SIDE READS:
To my 

Granddaughter

SIDE READS:
To my

daughter

Family
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Sisters by chance,
Friends by choice

We are sisters by chance
But by choice we are friends.
We are there for each other
From beginning to the end.

I treasure our friendship
For you are always there,

Through my highs and lows,
Showing how much you care.

Thank you for who you are.
A strong relationship we’ve grown.

Not only are you my sister,
But the best friend I have known.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-20-2011

My special niece
You are a very special niece
And such a joy to my heart.

Thinking of you makes me smile
Whether together or apart.

Even though you’re not my own,
You’re a precious gift to me.

I’ve had fun watching you grow
Into a perfect young lady.

As you get on with your life,
I wanted you to know I care.

Wherever you go, whatever you do
For you, I’ll always be there.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-21-2011

To My Sister
This gift I give to you

Comes with a part of my heart.
To thank you for being there

Right from the very start.

It is a reminder
Of the friendship that we own.

One that we have watered, 
Making sure that it has grown.

You make my life richer,
So my love I do send.

You are more than just a sister
I call you “dearest friend.”

© Deborah J Birdoes
4-12-2006
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SIDE READS:
Sisters by
chance,

Friends by
choice

Thank you 
grandma

Thank you, my grandma
For the wonderful things you do.

Today I wanted you to know
How much I appreciate you.

Thank you always, my grandma.
I am so grateful to have you.

You have enriched my life
As the years go passing through.

Thank you for your caring ways.
I am so grateful for your time.

You’re a very special grandma and
I’m thankful that you're mine.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-20-2011

Thank you mother
Thank you always, my mother

For the wonderful things you do.
Today I wanted you to know
How much I appreciate you.

Thank you always, my mother.
I am so grateful to have you.

You have enriched my life
As the years go passing through.

You bring such joy to me.
I know your job never ends.
You are not just my mother
You are my dearest friend.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-20-2011
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SIDE READS:
Thank you
Grandma

SIDE READS:
Thank you

Mother

Our roots say we're sisters, 
our hearts say we're friends.  
-Author Unknown
“ ”

Family
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To be in your children's memories tomorrow,
you have to be in their lives today.
-Anonymous

Your children will become what you
are; so be what you want them to be.
-David Bly

Labor Of Love
This pendant is to be worn as a

reminder that every stage raising a
child is important. Be strong, be

courageous.  What a mother must keep
her eyes on is the labor of love that it

takes to bring a child from birth,
childhood unto adulthood. Although it
is very challenging, it will be the most
rewarding work you do.  For one day

you will look into the eyes of your child
and see a reflection of the time you put

in them.  Enjoy the journey!
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“ ”
“ ”
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Children
Children are such a blessing
As you grow up with them.

They are a big part of life
But are only yours on lend.

Hold their hand and guide,
That one day they’ll succeed.
Love and walk beside them.

You’re exactly what they need.

One day you’ll look back and see
How fast their childhood went.

So treasure all the time you give.
It is time that was well spent.

Teach them well but don’t forget,
Their need for their own plans.

For truly what your child becomes
Lies in their very own hands.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-31-2010

Footsteps
Daddy, please slow down a bit.

I want you to walk with me.
I’m following in your footsteps
They’re as big as they can be.

Each step you walk with me,
Helps me when I am grown;
To build a firm foundation,

One that I’ll call home.

So keep me very close.
Teach me all you know.

But Daddy, never too tight
So you can watch me grow.

One day, I’ll be all grown up.
Then we’ll be able to see.

I followed in your footsteps
Because you’re what I want to be.

© Deborah J Birdoes
7-30-2007

QSX231
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

The heart 
of a family

The heart of a family is love.
It’s where our strength is found.
No matter what we go through,

It is love that still abounds.

It’s because we have each other,
Both joy and sorrow we share.
We talk, we laugh, and we cry.

It is how we show we care.

We protect and defend each other
But what means the most to me,
I found that the heart of a family

Is the best place I want to be.
© Deborah J Birdoes

2-9-2010

VERSE:
Children are a gift from the Lord. They are a
reward from Him. 
-Psalm 127:3

What we desire our children to become,
we must endeavor to be before them. 
-Andrew  Combe
“ ”
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Hand Prints
Sometimes it’s discouraging

Having hand prints everywhere.
But someday it’ll be hard to recall

When they are no longer there.

So hold my little hands
And walk along beside me.
Let’s enjoy the moments.

Childhood goes by quickly.

Soon I’ll be all grown up,
Though forever your baby I’ll be.

One day when you look into my eyes
A reflection of you, you’ll see.

© Deborah J Birdoes
7-29-2007
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Family Blessings
Oh Lord you created the family
Out of your goodness and love.

We commit all that we are
To our heavenly Father above.

Fill our house with a blessing.
Keep us safe from harm.

Help us to love one another.
Hold us close in your arms.

Strengthen our family bond
As You dwell inside our hearts.

We belong to one another
Whether together or apart.

Through joy and even sorrow
Help us to live in harmony.

Showering us with Your favor
As You bless our family.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-16-2008

VERSE:
Love is what binds us all
together in perfect harmony. 
-Colossians 3:14

QSX242
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

In My Heart
I wanted to hold you longer.
I didn’t think it’d go this fast.
Our days moved so quickly.
Our time not meant to last.

Capturing precious moments,
I turned around, you were grown.

One day having to let you go,
Is what I’ve always known.

For each day I had with you,
Was joy but also sorrow.

Knowing that you really were
Only given to me to borrow.

Traces of time we’ve shared
Are locked in my memory.

I wanted you to know today,
In my heart you’ll always be.

© Deborah J Birdoes
7-20-2008
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2 P’s in a Pod
(Motherhood)

My precious little baby
My life so fulfilled,

I’ll walk along side of you
You know that I will!

I’ll set my dreams aside
To see yours come true.

For this time goes so quickly,
I’ll be so close to you!

We’re two P’s in a pod
With a lifetime to share.
My heart I give to you

Because how much I care.

Someday I’ll let you go
But the love that you see,

Will never go away.
It’s forever inside of me.

© Deborah J Birdoes
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The Bond of Love
The bond of love is divided

From one generation to another,
Grandparent, parent and child,
Sharing love with each other.

Embracing moments together,
Building memories to last,

Knowing how precious time is,
Watching years run so fast.

Yet one thing will always be.
It is the bond of love we share.

A beautiful tapestry of joy
Woven from the finest care.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-2-2008
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AND ROSE 
GOLD-PLATING

Bound By Love
Our family is bound by love
And a friendship very dear.
Love keeps us all together

Through laughter and our tears.

Love is our greatest treasure
Whether together or apart.
We are tied with each other

Connected by our heart.

Our love is always present
With compassion unrestrained.
The love that keeps us together
Has become our greatest gain.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-25-2011

QSX442
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Family
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Lifetime Friend
I met you and I asked

You to stay for a while.
You nodded and replied
With your special smile.

It was then that I knew
You were here for a reason.

Not just for today but
Forever in all seasons.

Today I count my blessings,
Giving thanks to the end.
Forever grateful for you,

My lifetime friend.
© Deborah J Birdoes

10-2-2008

QSX235
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
Journey of Friendship

I searched high and low
On a journey without end.

Traveling on a path
To find a special friend.

Then I caught your smile.
I remember the day,

When our friendship started
In a very special way.

Now time has passed
And our friendship has grown.
Laughter, secrets and prayers

Is all we’ve ever known.

Through the seasons of life,
Good times as well as tears.

I’ll journey by your side
Your friend throughout the years.

© Deborah J Birdoes
5-25-2007

VERSE:
As iron sharpens iron, a friend sharpens a friend. 
-Proverbs 27:17

MESSAGE:
The single CZ represents the person looking for
that special friend. Traveling through the
journey, once found, the bond of friendship
grows stronger each day as shown by the CZ’s
growing bigger along the way.

QSX237
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Old friends 
are golden

Our friendship is quite golden.
You are as special as can be.

Distance and time can’t separate
What we have between you and me.

We’ve been there for each other,
Although new friends did appear.
But there’s something very golden

Of our friendship that’s so dear.

The years have passed so rapidly
But one thing is the same,

No matter what we go through
Our friendship will remain.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-17-2011

QSX450
18"  NECKLACE

YELLOW CZ
ANTIQUED

WISDOM OF FRIENDSHIP
There comes a time in your life, when you walk

away from all the drama and people who create
it. You surround yourself with people who make

you laugh. Forget the bad and focus on the
good. Love the people who treat you right, pray

for the ones who don’t. Life is too short to be
anything but happy. Falling down is a part of

life, getting back up is living.
Unknown

QSX561
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

forever my 
friend

I am here for you.
You are there for me.

You’re my friend forever.
It is not a mystery.

You’re a pearl in my eye.
I treasure just how we are.

It never really matters,
If we are close or very far.

Years have made us old friends
But you are like brand new.
How blessed I am to have
A forever friend like you!

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-16-2010

QSX453
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL,
CZ

friendship

There comes a point in your life 
when you realize: Who matters, who
never did, who won’t anymore…
And who always will.
-Adam Lindsay Gordon

“
”
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My BFF
(Best Friend Forever)

God picked you just for me
And our friendship has grown,
Into a wonderful relationship

The greatest I have known.

From the moment you walked in
In my life, I knew you’d stay,

Through good times and bad
You have never walked away.

I will always be there too,
My dear and precious friend,

My best friend forever
Now and to the very end.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-27- 2009

QSX287
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX288
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Friendship Promises
My promise to you….

When you are sad...I will dry your tears. 
When you are scared...I will comfort your fears.

When you are worried...I will give you hope.
When you are confused...I will help you cope. 

Traveling this journey of life...I will be there for you.
This is my promise...I pledge till the end. 

Why you may ask?...Because you're my friend. Secret of friendship
Hurt you? They can’t.
Try to? I dare them.  

Love you? I do. 
Be you? They wish.

Envy you? They should. 
Defend you? I would. 
Be your friend. I am.

Secret of friendship. We have.
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-16-2010

QSX451
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Girlfriends
(the two of us)

You spoke to my heart
Even though it has no voice.

Meeting you was fate,
To be your friend was my choice.

We share secrets that are ours.
We love, we laugh, we cry,

Growing more valuable to each other
With each year that passes by.

You are all that I hoped for
Making my wishes come true.
There’s no greater gift I know

Than having a girlfriend like you.
© Deborah J Birdoes

1-20-2011

QSX444
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

My special friend
Flowers make me happy.

That’s what I say about you.
Your friendship is my garden.

Your loyalty, tried and true.

I appreciate you more each day,
Grateful wishes I want to send.

I’m taking the time to thank you, 
For being my special friend.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-15-2012

QSX558
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Friendship
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I Wish You Enough
I wish you enough sun to keep 

your attitude bright no matter how 
gray the day may appear.

I wish you enough rain to
appreciate the sun even more.

I wish you enough happiness to 
keep your spirit alive & everlasting.

I wish you enough pain so that even the
smallest of joys in life may appear bigger.

I wish you enough gain to satisfy your wanting.

I wish you enough loss to 
appreciate all that you possess.

I WISH YOU ENOUGH.

QSX268
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

VERSE:
…for I have learned how to be
content with whatever I have. 
-Philippians 4:11

Lucky Me, 
Lucky You
I feel lucky to be me

You feel lucky to be you.
We are lucky to be friends
With a friendship so true.

© Deborah J Birdoes

QSX289
18"  NECKLACE

1/2PT. DIAMOND
ANTIQUED LETTERING

The Friendship Hug
I’m sending you this hug.

It’s a handshake from my heart.
Wear this and remember me
Whether together or apart.

It’s a special little reminder
For your eyes just to see.

This hug is meant to show you
How much you mean to me.

© Deborah J. Birdoes
12-21-2009

QSX290
18"  NECKLACE

“ ”

because of you
Because of you

You fill me with gladness,
You make me smile.

You take away my sadness.

Because of you
Friendship is my gain,

And the times that we share
For all I can’t explain.

Because of you
I thank the stars above,

For giving you to me
But most of all your love.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11- 16-2010

QSX454
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

your friend
I will be your shadow,

When you’re feeling alone.
I will be there for you, 

A promise you can own.

If you want to be happy,
I will offer you a smile.

I will give you a hug
And stay with you awhile.

I will be your friend,
And show how much I care.

Before you ever need someone,
You will find I’m already there.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-28-2012

QSX581
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

REVERSE SIDE
READS:
friend

A hug is the shortest distance between friends.  
-Author Unknown

friendship
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wind beneath 
my wing

You’re the wind beneath my wing.
You’re there for me all the time.

You pick me up, You hold my hand,
And you seem to never mind.

When things are almost impossible,
An encouraging word you will send.
Thank you for the strength you give.
I’m proud to have you as my friend.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-15-2012

got your back
I always have your back.

I know that you have mine.
No matter what you go through

I’ll be there all the time.

If ever you need someone,
A helping hand I will lend.

I’ll dry up all your tears,
When your broken heart 

needs to mend.

Whenever your spirit needs a lift,
And confidence you seem to lack.

Just put a smile on your face,
Knowing that I’ve got your back.

© Deborah J Birdoes
6-24-2012

QSX560
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX556
18"  NECKLACE

ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

kindred spirit
I don’t remember how we met.

I just know you’re my friend.
I don’t know quite the beginning

But I know there is no end.

We are two kindred spirits
That think alike all the time.
You finish up my sentences
Like you can read my mind.

Such a special bond we have.
You care the way I do.

A kindred heart like mine,
I found a friend in you!

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-18-2011

A friend for all seasons
Friends may come and go.

They always make you smile.
But the best friends to have

Are those that stay for awhile.

They go through life with you
As they watch you grow,
Walking right beside you
In all your highs and lows.

It’s your friend who never leaves
No matter what you go through.

It is your friend for a life time,
Heaven’s gift sent for you!

Such a special friend to have
And with a very good reason,
To show you His gentle love 

Through your friend for all seasons.
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-22-2010

QSX452
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX455
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

2 P’s in a Pod
(For a friend)
Close friend, trusted friend,

Best and beloved friend,
The words to describe us,
Just doesn’t have an end.

Two P’s in a Pod
Always fun together,

Our friendship quite special
Made to last forever!

© Deborah J Birdoes
6-17-2008

QSX236
18"  NECKLACE

FRESHWATER CULTURED
PEARL, CZ

VERSE:
A sweet friend refreshes the soul. 
-Proverbs 27:9

Friendship
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Harmony
Harmony comes from above

Powered by your ability to love.
Be at peace whatever you do.

Harmony always begins with you!
© Deborah J Birdoes

Harmony is one phase of the law
whose spiritual expression is love. 
-James Allen

Grace has been defined as the outward 
expression of the inward harmony of the soul. 
-William Hazlitt

VERSE:
Live in harmony with one another;
be sympathetic, love as brothers, be
compassionate and humble. 
-1 Peter 3:8

QSX313
18"  NECKLACE

ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

QSX604
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

“ ”

“ ”

The Fullness 
of Blessing

I looked one day at my life
And saw it was overflowing.
Deep inside I held the secret.
I reaped what I was sowing.

Life wasn’t always what I planned.
Sometimes it was very rough.
But the love that I freely gave

Had replenished my life enough.

The fullness of my blessings,
Health, friends and family.

Were the greatest of my treasures
That came from God for free.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-5-2009

QSX291
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX317
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Serve One Another
There is joy in serving others

Especially when it’s out of love.
The person that we serve

Knows it’s a blessing from above.

The best part about serving others,
I found this to be true.

Is that the blessing that it brings
Is multiplied back to you!

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-7-2010

Kaleidoscope 
of Wishes

There’s so many wishes
I am sending to you.
Here’s hoping that all
Will soon come true.

Close your eyes and dream.
Leave your doubt behind.
An answer to your wishes

Is what you will find.

But my wish for you,
I hope it makes you smile.
Is that all of your wishes

Will stay for awhile!
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-16-2010

QSX462
18"  NECKLACE

MULTI-COLOR CZ

Heart of Support
This pendant is quite special.

It is back to back hearts.
Just a little reminder to you

We are never far apart.

I am here to warm your heart.
I ‘ll carry your dreams my friend.

I will love and support you
Until you are whole again.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-18-2014

VERSE:
I assure you, when you did it to one of
the least of these my brothers and
sisters, you were doing it to me! 
-Matthew 25:40

just because

New!
reverse SIDE
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Make a Difference
While walking along a beach, an elderly gentleman
saw someone in the distance leaning down, picking
something up and throwing it into the ocean. As he
got closer, he noticed that the figure was that of a
young man, picking up starfish one by one and tossing
each one gently back into the water. He came closer
still and called out, "Good morning! May I ask what it is
that you are doing?" The young man paused, looked
up, and replied "Throwing starfish into the ocean." The
old man smiled, and said, "I must ask, then, why are
you throwing starfish into the ocean?" To this, the
young man replied, "The sun is up and the tide is going
out. If I don't throw them in, they'll die." Upon hearing
this, the elderly observer commented, "But, young
man, do you not realize that there are miles and miles
of beach and there are starfish all along every mile?
You can't possibly make a difference!" 

The young man listened politely. Then he bent down,
picked up another starfish, threw it 
back into the ocean past the breaking waves and said,
"It made a difference for that one."

This story has been circulated around the web in many
versions, usually with no mention 
of author. It is said to be paraphrased from "The Star
Thrower" by Loren Eiseley, 1907 - 1977.

QSX318
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Believe in Dreams
It’s never too late at all

To dream a brand new dream.
They’re never too unreachable,

Never too extreme.

Without someone to believe 
Dreams cannot take flight.

It’s when we sail away from shore
And hold on with all our might.
That dreams become attainable
When we trust with all our heart,

Calling on a bit of courage
And faith from the very start.

So dream of things yet to come.
Don’t let your hope fly away.

Expect more than you dreamed for
Making tomorrow a brighter day!

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-19-2008

QSX294
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Pretty in pink
Just a cute little reminder

That you look good in pink.
You’d look good in any color

That is truly what I think.

Pretty in pink you are.
Pretty in pink you’ll stay.

May all your moments be pink
In each and every day.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-19-2011

QSX458
18"  NECKLACE

PINK CZ

I Wish You
the Best

I wish you the best
And all that life gives.

Joy, love and happiness
Each day that you live.

My fingers are crossed.
I am thinking of you.

I am wishing that all of
Your dreams come true.

© Deborah J Birdoes

Front
View

QSX267
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Serenity
May there be an inner peace that
surpasses all understanding. May

the road ahead give you new
strength. May trust be found in

your heart again.
Deborah J. Birdoes

I can’t change the direction of the
wind, but I can adjust my sails to
always reach my destination. 
-Jimmy Dean

God, grant me the serenity to
accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I
can, and the wisdom to know the
difference.
-Serenity Prayer

QSX312
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

“
”

REVERSE
SIDE READS:
I wish you 

the best

Just because
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Prayer Cross
I said a prayer for you.

I know that God heard,
Because each thought I had

Was based on His Word.

Whatever you go through,
He’ll take you to a place,

To show how much He loves you,
To fill your life with grace.

So let go of all that worries you.
He knows what you need.

The moment I prayed for you,
Heaven and earth agreed.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-18-2014

Thankful for You
I woke up today and realized

How thankful I am for you.
For the encouragement you give

And the thoughtful things you do.

You’ve reached out your hand
To show me that you’re there.

In good times and in bad
Always offering me your care.

Thank you for the love you give.
There’s so much more in store.
I am forever grateful for you.

I’d like to thank you once more!
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-13-2009

QSX309
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
QSX605

18"  NECKLACE
you are a blessing

In the garden of my life,
You are the flower that I see.
I wanted you to know today,
You’re as priceless as can be.

In all of your caring ways,
You always think of me.

In your kind words and deeds
You always give unselfishly.

I am so grateful for you.
Oh the joy that it brings.
My heart always rejoices

Because you’re a blessing!
© Deborah J Birdoes

1-6-2011

When I count my blessings 
I count you twice. 

Irish Blessing

QSX460
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

VERSE:
“May the Lord bless you and
protect you. May the Lord smile
on you and be gracious to you.
May the Lord show you his
favor and give you his peace.”
-Numbers 6:24-26

Threefold Blessing

QSX262
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Blessed Beyond
Measure

I woke up this morning
The sun was shining through.

No clouds in the way,
Just the sky the color blue.

Appreciation filled my heart,
Contentment, my treasure.

What a joy it is to know
I am blessed beyond measure.

Peace surrounds my soul.
My heart so filled with love.

Knowing where my blessings came,
I smiled and looked above.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-2-2008

QSX266
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Just because

New!
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Love Notes
There’s a song in my heart

That means everything.
It’s when I think of you

Oh the joy that it brings.

There’s love in my heart
Each time I see your face.

The love notes keep playing
In this very special place.

Contentment fills the air.
My song carries on.

In my heart I keep singing
Love notes in my song.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-25-2011

QSX456
18"  NECKLACE

Love Without
Measure

Life is way too short
And friends are too few

That is why I treasure
My friendship with you.

I am always here for you
To show how much I care,

Making your life better
By always being there.

Love without measure
You’re a gift to my soul,

One of my greatest treasures,
More than you know.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-28-2009

QSX292
18"  NECKLACE

Lovebug
You are my little lovebug.
You’re as cute as could be.
So very precious you are
And very special to me.

You always make me smile,
Spending time with you.
It’s just the very reason
Why I love you as I do.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-17-2011

QSX459
18"  NECKLACE

CZ Lucky as 
can be

As I wear this pendant
It’s a reminder to me,

Knowing that I really am
As lucky as can be.

For life is really good.
I am feeling it too.
Luck is on my side,
After all I have you.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-25-2011

QSX461
18"  NECKLACE

Animal Friends
Animals give the best of love.
Have you felt this love before?

Each day that you are with them
They give love even more.

It is good that we protect them
And keep them safe from harm.

Show them just how much you care.
Hold them in your arms.

By having an animal around you,
There is much that we can learn.

The love that you have given them,
Is the love that is returned.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-21-2009

QSX315
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

QSX316
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Forever Grateful
There’s a song in my heart,
Forever grateful I will be.

I’m looking at the bright side
And sunshine is what I see.

There’s blessing in my heart
With beauty surrounding me.

There’s harmony in my life.
With my heart totally free.

I stand in utter amazement!
The truth I’ve discovered to be.

The more grateful I am
More happiness comes to me.

© Deborah J Birdoes
9-30-2009

QSX381
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Just because
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Military
Mizpah

This dogtag represents that
while we are away from

each other, we hold each
other in our heart until we
come together again. You
hold the other side of the

dogtag that I wear
representing you are
always a part of my

thoughts and my prayers. 

May the Lord keep watch
between us to make sure

that we keep this covenant
when we are out of each

other’s sight.

QSX330
18"  NECKLACES

ANTIQUED

Remembered Always
I’ll remember you always

And what you’ve done for me.
You have given your life.
You fought the enemy.

There are soldiers that gave some,
But you gave to us your all.

Our country called you to serve.
You stepped up to that call.

We won’t forget your sacrifice,
For freedom you did give.
Because you gave your life

In gratitude I live!
© Deborah J Birdoes

1-27-2010

VERSE:
Well done my good and faithful servant…
enter into the joy of the Lord. 
–Matthew 25:21

QSX327
18"  NECKLACE

ENAMELED
ANTIQUED LETTERING I will wear this flag as a symbol of having a loved

one serve our country. Just like the pendant is
etched, so is the appreciation of what you are
doing for me and our country is etched in my heart.
I am forever grateful for the freedom you help
bring. I am proud of the symbol that represents the
waves of pride. 
-Author Unknown

My patriotic heart beats red, white, and blue.
-Deborah J. Birdoes

I like to see a man proud of the place in which 
he lives.  I like to see a man live so that his 
place will be proud of him.  
-Abraham Lincoln

This nation will remain the land of the free 
only so long as it is the home of the brave. 
–Elmer Davis

Waves of Pride

QSX328
22"  NECKLACE W/2" EXT

RUBBER CORD
ANTIQUED

“

”
“

”

Reverse side reads:
remembered always

“

”

Reverse side
(Front of 
necklace 
is plain)

Front
View

Patriotic
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The Hugging
Heart™

Everyone needs a hug,
Sometimes even two.

So I’m giving you this heart.
It is special just for you.

Whenever you need some love,
Hold on to the heart and tug.

It’s just me reaching out to you
And sending you a hug.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-17-2008

QSX259
18"  NECKLACE

Devoted
Life can be quite uncertain
But one thing I know is real;
The love deep inside of me

And the way you make me feel.

You are the embrace that I need
Letting me know you care.

You are the one I’m devoted to,
The answer to my prayers.

When comfort is what I need,
You are the voice that I hear.

Making me a stronger person
When I feel your presence near.

So I am opening up my heart
To become one with yours.

You’ll always be a part of me
And what I am living for!

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-22-08

QSX201
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Heart and Soul
I love you with all my heart,

So perfect you are to me!
Strength in my weakness,
Is what you’ll always be.

I love you with all my soul,
So beautiful you are to me!
The depth of our feelings,
Only love could truly see.

I love you with all my strength,
With a love that’s guaranteed!
Yesterday, today, tomorrow,
You are exactly what I need.

© Deborah J Birdoes
2-6-2004

VERSE:
“And you must love the Lord your God with all
your heart, all your soul, and all your strength. 
-Deuteronomy 6:5

Love looks not with the eyes,
but with the heart and soul. 
–Unknown

“ ”

QSX202
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL, CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Forever By
Your Side
Life can be uncertain

But one thing I do know,
Our love we have so real.

And that I love you so.

I’ll walk right beside you
Now and every day.

Forever keeping you close
By your side all the way.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-13-2008

QSX200
18"  NECKLACE

PINK AND CLEAR CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Bless Your Heart
Bless you with all my heart.
Bless you with what you do.
Bless you with God’s favor.

Bless you for being you.

Bless you in the morning.
Bless you at day’s end.

Bless your precious heart.
Bless you my dear friend.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-5-2009

QSX261
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Hearts Joined
Together
It has to be a miracle

Two hearts joined together.
Our past and our future
Joined today for forever.

Our souls are tied as one,
Until eternity we’ll stay.

Sharing our lives together,
On this much awaited day!

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-28-2009

Whatever souls are made of,
his and mine are the same.
–Emily Bronte

QSX335
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

“ ”

the heart
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Two souls 
lived as one
I couldn’t love you any less

Nor love you any more.
Clutching every moment,
Never felt like this before!

Hold me for I’m here for you,
Your breath within my own.

Your heart becoming my shelter
Where love is now my home.

You know me more than anyone,
To your life, I am bound,

Finding myself incomplete,
When you are not around.

You are my soulmate forever.
I love you with all my heart.

For we are one and the same
Until death do us part.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-31-2005

VERSE:
I am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine. 
–Song of Solomon 6:3

INSPIRATION: 
My soul is linked with yours, for
they are one and the same. 
–Deborah J. Birdoes

QSX196
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX337
EARRINGS

CZ

Generous Heart
If I knew it would bring joy

I would give you a smile.
I would give you my time

And stay for awhile.

If I knew it would bring joy
I would give you treasures.
I would bring them to you
And give without measure.

I found I was the happiest
When my heart gave away.
Caring and sharing became

A part of my day.

The greatest form of riches
Came running back to me.
I found I was the wealthiest

When I gave generously.
© Deborah J Birdoes

2-16-2007
VERSE:
Be generous, and you will be prosperous.
Help others, and you will be helped. 
–Proverbs 11:25

QSX263
18"  NECKLACE
ROSE QUARTZ

I Cherish You
I cherish you so much

And the time that we spend.
Each day, such treasured moments,

Never wanting it to end.

My life is so fulfilled.
You make everything so fine,
Just knowing in my lifetime.

You are truly mine.
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-13-2008

QSX199
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH 
GOLD-PLATING

Close to my Heart
You are close to my heart
Where you’re here to stay.
Love never fails the giver
When love is given away.

You are sunshine in the rain,
Never ceasing to care.

Thank you for your heart
For you are always there.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-11-2009

QSX334
18"  NECKLACE

My Heart 
to yours

From my heart to yours,
I hope you understand,

You mean the world to me
Come and take my hand.

Let’s love and laugh, and
Share our dreams together.
Filling our hearts with more
And our future with forever.

From my heart to yours,
You’ll be my closest friend.

Thank you for your love,
A love that will never end.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-27-2009

QSX331
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

the heart
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i love you all 
year long

I love you in every season.
I love you all year long.

The kind of love we have
Will never go wrong.

For everyday with you
Is always a love affair.

How lucky we truly are,
Both of us really care.

We’re there for each other
And all that we go through.
Today I wanted you to know

I am so lucky to have you!
© Deborah J Birdoes

1-18-2011

QSX463
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
QSX465
EARRINGS

CZ

embracing 
you always

Somedays we are together.
Somedays we are apart.

I am sending you this gift.
It is a part of my heart.

To let you know I love you,
I’m sending you an embrace.

I’m wrapping my arms around you
To bring a smile to your face.

I’d like to hold you always
In my heart where you’d stay.

Where I would hold you forever,
Not just now but everyday.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-19-2011

Hug Department:  Always Open  
~Author Unknown

QSX469
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Side reads:
Embracing
you always

I choose you
Of all the people I’ve met,

It is you that I love.
I am so lucky to be a part

What dreams are made of.

It’s you that I choose to be with,
Offering you a better tomorrow,

And a lifetime of together,
Sharing our joy and our sorrow.

If I had to do it over again
And make another vow.

You’d still be the one I pick
Just like I choose you now.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-17-2011

QSX468
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

The Arms 
of Love

I give to you a gift
That comes from my heart.
It’s a gift that keeps giving
Whether together or apart.

Let me be your refuge.
I love you very much.

Rest in my arms of love.
Enjoy my tender touch.

For my arms of love I give
To keep you safe from harm,
As I hold on to you so tightly

In my ever loving arms.
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-13-2008

QSX198
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Snuggle
Come lay your head

And snuggle with me.
It’s the very best place

That I have found to be.

I will hold you tightly,
Keeping you from harm,

You’ll find peace and love
And comfort in my arms.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-29-2012

QSX583
18"  NECKLACE

GREEN AND CLEAR CZ

QSX582
18"  NECKLACE

PINK AND CLEAR CZ
ANTIQUED

lucky to 
have you

Each day is a blessing.
I enjoy the love we share.

I am lucky to have you.
I love how much we care.

Just like a three leaf clover
I feel as lucky as can be.

I’ll always be there for you.
It’s a lifetime gift from me.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-19-2012

love
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A dream 
come true

I dreamed once upon a time,
And my dream came true.
Just when I least expected

I fell in love with you.
© Deborah J Birdoes

10-31-2012

QSX546
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

a glimpse 
of my heart
There’s a part of my heart
I want to show it to you.
It is the area I treasure

Where I love you as I do.

There are so many colors
Like a kaleidoscope,
You will see our love.
You will see our hope.

It is where our love
Shall never cease.

In a layer of my heart
Safe and at peace.

© Deborah J Birdoes
9-30-2009

QSX470
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Loveknots
This love knot is a symbol

That we are tied by the heart.
Thank you for the love you give.

Whether together or apart.

Whenever you come to mind,
It brings a smile to my face.
You are always in my heart.
I’ve reserved a special place.

One thing forever remember,
I will always keep you near.

If you look deep inside my heart,
You’ll find you are already here.

© Deborah J Birdoes
9-5-2008

QSX212
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX213
EARRINGS

CZ

my heart 
belongs to you

My heart belongs to you.
It’s a gift that you can keep.

My world is much better.
You’ve made my life complete.

Words could never express
This love I have for you.

You are the dream I wanted
A dream that did come true.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-17-2011

QSX467
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

I Promise You the
Moon and Stars

If I could climb to the heavenlies
I’d pick three stars for you.

Each one for our past, present and future.
To show I love you as I do.

For today with you is a gift
With all of its joy and sorrow.

Holding the memories of yesterday
As well as the promise of tomorrow.

Just like the stars and moon above
You illuminate my soul.

Capturing my heart again and again
More than you’ll ever know.

© Deborah J Birdoes
3/19/2006

VERSE:
Give thanks to Him who made the
heavenly lights—His faithful love
endures forever. 

…and the moon and stars to rule the
night. His faithful love endures forever. 
–Psalm136:1,9

QSX210
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX209
EARRINGS

CZ

love
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Infinite Love
I look and see what I have

Knowing you belong to me.
Of all the people in the world

Our love was meant to be.

Sweet memories we have of yesterday.
Today I treasure you even more.

Tomorrow our heart will grow fonder,
As our love continues to soar.

Sweet beginnings from the very start.
We found love and a friend.

Committed through the test of time,
Our love has no end!

© Deborah J Birdoes
3-17-2008

QSX204
18"  NECKLACE

Sealed With a Kiss
I knew the day I saw you

That you were right for me.
Love entered into my world.

It is all that I could see.

From that day forward
We shared tender bliss,

When you reached out to me
And sealed our love with a kiss.

It meant more to me 
Than you will ever know,

The day your lips met mine,
Speaking directly to my soul.

A kiss from your heart,
A soft warm embrace,

The love that I received
Has now found a place.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-27-2008

QSX211
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Protected Heart
I promise to protect you,
Keep you safe from harm.

Walk along side of you,
Hold you in my arms!

My heart will be a refuge
For you to call your home.
Keeping you close to me,
You’ll never walk alone!

I’ll always be there for you
And all you have to face.

For the joy you give to me
Can never be replaced.

Your smile on your face
I look at you and see.

A reflection of my love,
Coming gently back to me.

© Deborah J Birdoes
2-24-2006

VERSE:
He will cover you with his wings; you
will be safe in his care; his faithfulness
will protect and defend you. 
–Psalm 91:4

QSX205
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

I Love You More
Each Day

Each moment with you is special.
I love you more each day.

Our love growing stronger,
Loving you more than yesterday.

I can’t predict the future,
Or what it holds in store.
I just know that everyday
I will love you even more.

Through all the joy we’ll share
As well as all our sorrow,

I love you more today, my love
But not as much as tomorrow.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-13-2008

QSX215
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Side reads:
i love you more

each day

captivated
Of all the people I have met

You have captivated my heart.
I see your inner beauty.

It happened from the start.

Your love has overtaken me.
My heart you have invaded.
With all that you are to me

My soul is captivated.
© Deborah J Birdoes

10-31-2012

QSX551
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX578
18"  NECKLACE

ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

nest egg of love
I have a special nest egg,
It is what I have saved for.

It is treasures from my heart,
Now and from before.

My nest egg is safe and solid
It doesn’t matter how small.

It keeps getting filled with love
The more I give my all.

It is so comforting to know,
I own a nest egg of love.

It’s what I’ve saved the most,
Love is what I have plenty of.

© Deborah J Birdoes
9-21-2012

love
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Love of a lifetime
How lucky I am, forever in love

To be with someone who is mine.
To go through life with such joy
With you, my love of a lifetime.

I found my true love in this world,
With a love that will last forever.
I am so happy and so satisfied

That we are sharing our life together.
© Deborah J Birdoes

12-14-2010

QSX464
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Wrapped Around
My Heart

You knew you had me
From the very first smile.

I looked at your face.
I asked you to stay awhile.

My heart felt something.
It was different than before.

Just being with you,
I wanted much more!

It was love at first sight
Right from the start.

You have a permanent place,
Wrapped around my heart.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-5-2009

QSX214
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

You Complete Me
We need one another.
I know you feel it too.

For I can never imagine
Life here, without you.

I’ve opened up my heart.
In return you gave to me,

A life full of love,
And a world of security.

I look at you and realize
My heart you have won.

For you have completed me,
Two souls united as one.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-22-2007

QSX203
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Journey of Promise
I had no idea that when we met

I could love the way I do.
It must have been inside of me

Just waiting to meet you.

Each day brings us closer
To a path with an open door,

To a journey with this promise
Someday I’ll be yours.

So with this heart I pledge
With my soul to guarantee,
I want to spend all my life

Knowing you’ll be with me.
© Deborah J Birdoes

May 7, 2008

VERSE:
Love never fails. 
–1 Corinthians 13:8

QSX341
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX555
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

circle of love
Our love is like a circle

It does not have an end.
Sometimes it may break

But our hearts always mend.

Each day we spend together,
Has kept our love growing.

Through joy and even sorrow
We keep our circle going.

We’ve got a promise to each other
That keeps me always grinning.
The love that’s deep in our heart
Is what keeps our circle spinning.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-24-2012

QSX584
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

full of love
I am so full of love.

It really is true.
There’s only one reason
And it’s because of you!

I love you all the more,
Than words could ever say.

It is a feeling in my heart
And I know it’s here to stay!

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-14-2012

love
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Simplicity
It is the simple things in life

That bring smiles to our face.
It brings peace to our days
And gives plenty of grace.

Truth will be found
When simplicity is a part.
Solitude finds its home

On the path to your heart.

When all you really want
Is only what you need.

Appreciation will bloom and
Contentment is guaranteed.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-28-2010

Dancing in the rain
Live simply,  

Love generously,
Care deeply,  
Speak kindly,  

Pray  continually.
Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass...

It is about learning to dance in the rain.

Reaching out
I wear this pendant knowing

There’re many people in need.
Let my heart be always open

To be part of a good deed.

Let my hands be one of giving
To show people that I care,

Knowing what I’ve been given
Was really meant for me to share.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-19-2011

Bliss
There’s a lesson I’ve learned.

Listen closely for it is this.
Even in sorrowful times,

You can always find bliss.

Don’t look at the bad
But see what lies ahead.
Keep hope in your heart
For it has been well said.

When you keep moving on
And despair you dismiss,

At the end of your trial
You are sure to find bliss.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-16-2010

QSX472
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX473
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX474
18"  NECKLACE

MULTI-COLOR  CZ

QSX475
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL

Believe, dream,
imagine

You have to believe,
Dream, and then imagine.
Dream higher than before
Then dream once again.

Believe in the impossible
When all else fails.
Look at the ocean

And then set your sails.

Believe, dream and imagine.
There’s nothing you can’t do.

Remember the first step
Always begins with you.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-28-2012

QSX550
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

inspiration

Follow your bliss and the
universe will open doors
where there were only walls. 
–Joseph Campbell ”

“
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Miracles
If you wish for something
And it doesn’t come true.

It could be something greater
Will happen for you!

It seems almost impossible,
What we sometimes wish for.

But maybe it could be
We’re going to receive more.

So don’t get discouraged.
Miracles happen everyday.

Maybe this one time
A bigger gift is on its way.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-8-2010

the pearl 
of contentment

I have a skip to my walk
And a song in my heart.

The pieces of my life
Will never fall apart.

My desires are satisfied.
The sun is always up.

Joy surrounds my soul.
Half full is my cup.

For the secret I have found
Is not in wanting more,

But to be content where I am
And not in keeping score.

In my days that I have left
I want to have them spent,

Having no regrets
And being well content.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-14-2010

Miracles happen to those 
that believe in them. 
–Bernard Berenson

Contentment is a pearl of great price,
and whoever procures it at the expense
of ten thousand desires makes a wise
and a happy purchase. 
–John Balguy

VERSE:
For I have learned how to get along happily
whether I have much or little. I know how to
live on almost nothing or with everything. I
have learned the secret of living in every
situation, whether it is with a full stomach
or empty, with plenty or little.
–Philippians 4:11-12

QSX471
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX476
18"  NECKLACE
SHELL PEARL

”“

”
“

A time for miracles
It’s a time for miracles

And the desires of your heart.
It’s a time for you to smile

And not to fall apart.

It’s a time for your miracle.
There are treasures in store,
For who so has hope within

Will receive even more.
© Deborah J Birdoes

7-6-2012

QSX565
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

animal lover
I am an animal lover.

It happened from the start.
I took one look at you

And you rescued my heart.

Now we are inseparable.
You make my heart sing.
I’m loving life with you

And the joy that you bring.
© Deborah J Birdoes

8-15-2012

QSX566
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

inspiration
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For My 
Bridesmaid

This gift I give to you
Comes with a part of my heart,

To thank you for being there
Right from the very start.

The heart is a reminder
Of the love that we have shared.
It meant so much to both of us
How much you’ve truly cared.

So as you wear this gift
We thank you for all you’ve done.

You will always be a part of us
As the Two of us become one.

© Deborah J Birdoes

A Gift For 
My Sister

This gift I give to you
Comes with a part of my heart,

To thank you for being there
Right from the very start.

The heart is a reminder
Of the sister you are to me
Memories shared together

As a loving family.

So as you wear this gift
I thank you for all you’ve done.
You will always be a part of us
As the Two of us become one.

© Deborah J Birdoes

BOTH POEMS INCLUDED.

QSX225
EARRINGS

FRESHWATER
CULTURED PEARL, CZ

QSX227
18"  NECKLACE

CZQSX345
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL

Prized Pearls 
of Love

Historically considered the
wedding gem, pearl jewelry is
traditionally presented by the
Father of the Bride or the Groom
and symbolizes love, virtue,
spirituality and prosperity. The
association of pearls for
weddings is believed to originate
from India, several thousand
years ago when a father collected
pearls from the sea to present to
his daughter on her wedding day. 

May this special pearl pendant
still symbolize a tradition of
hundreds of centuries ago. Pearl
jewelry is still a symbol of purity
and innocence. Wear this on your
wedding day and pass it on to
your daughter or a loved one on
her wedding day to keep the
tradition still going.

happy ever after
We are happy ever after

Since we opened up our hearts,
And gave it to each other
Right from the very start.

Our life is so much richer
Since we’ll always be together.

Happy ever after
Belongs to both of us forever.

Each day we’ll grow closer
For my love you have won.

We’re two souls coming together
Living and loving as one.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-21-2011

my beloved friend
We were friends from the very start

And rapidly grew into love.
You took my hand and then my heart.

You’re exactly what I dreamed of.

Always my beloved friend
As together we’ll grow old.

Our bond complete without an end
With more love than we can hold.

Our days we’ll spend together,
Although some will be apart.

It doesn’t matter whether
For we are bound by the heart.

No greater mystery is there,
My love you have won.
One lifetime to share,

Two human souls as just one.
© Deborah J Birdoes

QSX477
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
QSX478

18"  NECKLACE
CZ

VERSE:
I am my beloveds, and my beloved is mine.
–Song of Solomon

bridal sentiments
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Forever (Embrace)
Nothing thrills me more

Than your sweet embrace.
This feeling, so wonderful.
Can you see it on my face?

Hold me for a lifetime.
I’m yours to stay.

Cherishing this feeling
Forever and a day.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-2-2008

QSX216
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL, CZ

To Have and To Hold
I give to you my love
To have and to hold,

As we walk hand and hand
And watch our life unfold.

Thank you for your love
As I give to you my heart,

To have and to hold
Until death do us part.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-21-2009

QSX346
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Two Become One
Two lives with two hearts,

We’ll begin a journey of love.
United to become one,

Planned by our Father above.

A union created to cherish
So we will never walk alone.

Building a life of trust together,
The foundation for our home.

For we complete each other,
You for me and Me for you.

As we unite our souls together
One heart shared by two.

© Deborah J Birdoes
2-24-2006

VERSE:
And the Lord God said, It is not good for the
man to be alone. I will make a companion who
will help him…She is part of my own flesh and
bone! She will be called woman because she
was taken out of a man. This explains why a man
leaves his father and mother and is joined to his
wife, and the two are united into one. 
–Genesis 2:18, 23, 24

QSX223
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL, CZ

Two Hearts, 
One Love

Just look at us you see,
Two Hearts that came together.

In the shape of one love
To outlast the word forever.

People say it is a miracle.
It’s a gift well received.

Two hearts we are, one love
Is what we believe.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-2-2008

QSX221
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL, CZ
ANTIQUED

VERSE:
To have and to hold from this day
forward, for better or worse, for richer
for poorer, in sickness and in health, to
love and to cherish til death do us part.
–Book of Common Prayer

bridal sentiments
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MESSAGE:
This ring is to be worn for those
that desire to walk in purity and
have given their heart to the Lord.
It is a daily reminder to follow the
cross in their journey of life with full
confidence that God is faithful to
carry out what He has promised. By
turning to Him and trusting Him
daily He will guard and keep your
heart pure.

VERSES:
Fire tests the purity of silver and 
gold, but the Lord tests the heart. 
-Proverbs 17:3

Create in me a clean heart, O God. 
Renew a loyal spirit within me. 
–Psalm 51:10

A Restored Heart
I did not deserve it

But You did it anyway.
You took my heart of tears
And wiped them all away.

You spoke to my heart
I told You I was sorry.

I asked You for forgiveness
You showed me Your glory!

A new spirit lives in me.
No trace of my shame.

On that cross to Calvary
You took all of my blame.

Thank you for what You’ve done,
A heart of stone You’ve replaced.

I look inside my heart
And see a reflection of Your grace.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-8-2005

VERSE:
And I will give you a new heart with new
and right desires, and I will put a new spirit
in you. I will take out your stony heart of sin
and give you a new, obedient heart.
–Ezekiel 36:26

Pure Heart

QSX256
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX258
RING

CZ
AVAILABLE 6, 7, 8

QSX606
RING

CZ
AVAILABLE 6, 7, 8

The Three R's of Purity
1. Respect for self.
2. Respect for others.
3. Responsibility for all your actions. 

QSX479
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Pure in Spirit Ring
In the arms of Jesus is where I am
For He owns the key to my heart.
I can do all things through Him
This is His promise He imparts.

I will lean on Him on my journey.
In my weakness He is strong.

When I am tempted I’ll turn to Him,
A safe place where I belong.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-27-2014

VERSE:
Keep your heart with all diligence, for
out of it spring the issues of life.
–Proverbs 4:23

purity

New!
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Renewed
Strength

Vessel of
Honor

A Second Start
I failed once more dear Lord

Help me to begin again.
I let myself down and You.

As I fell back into sin.

Temptation was overwhelming,
Yet You’re still faithful to me.
You have provided a way out

With the cross at Calvary.

I’ll stand and start all over again,
With Your mercy ever so wide.

Knowing You’re walking with me
Has made me stronger inside.

This is not a hard decision.
It comes right from my heart.
I am thankful for forgiveness.

It gave me a second start.
© Deborah J Birdoes

1-26-2010

QSX352
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

VERSES:
When you bow down before the Lord and admit your
dependence on Him, He will lift you up and give you honor. 
-James 4:10

So humble yourselves under the mighty power of God, and in
His good time He will honor you. Be careful! Watch out for
attacks from the devil, your great enemy. He prowls around
like a roaring lion, looking for some victim to devour. Take a
firm stand against him, and be strong in your faith. 
-1 Peter 5:6, 8-9

Humble yourselves before God. Resist the devil, and he will
flee from you. Draw close to God, and God will draw close to
you. Wash your hands, purify your hearts…When you bow
down before the Lord and admit your dependence on Him,
He will lift you up and give you honor.
–James 4:7-8,10

QSX353
22"  NECKLACE W/2" EXT

RUBBER CORD
ANTIQUED

Key to Purity
I am searching my soul
For an answer to find.

I am looking to You
And not just my mind.

You know my thoughts.
You know me inside.

I’m fighting for what’s right.
Keep my spirit sanctified.

Lead me in Your ways
Help me not to yield

You’re my key to purity
And my everlasting shield.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2009

QSX349
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX350
22"  NECKLACE W/2" EXT

RUBBER CORD
ANTIQUED

Pearls of Purity
Lord how I count on You

To help in all I say.
Guide me in how I live,
In how I love everyday.

In faith I can see You
As I pursue in purity,

It’s a relationship I long for
Between You and me.

There I find my peace
Knowing how much You care.

As I look inside my soul
I find You are already there.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-21-2008

VERSE:
Be an example to all believers in what you
say, in the way you live, in your love, your
faith, and your purity. 
–1 Timothy 4:12

QSX254
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL, CZ

purity

VERSES:
He gives strength to the weary and increases the
power of the weak. Even youths grow tired and
weary, and young men stumble and fall; but those
who hope in the LORD will renew their strength.
They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run
and not grow weary, they will walk and not be faint. 
-Isaiah 40:29-31

May you be made strong with all the strength that
comes from His glorious power, and may you be
prepared to endure everything with patience. 
–Colossians 1:11
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confirmation 
BLESSINGS

May Confirmation blessings surround
you. Today and always, may you be

aware of the Holy Spirit that is
consistent in your life. As you are

blessed, may you always be a blessing
and a reflection of His love for all to

see. God’s embrace will surround you
with His grace as you begin each day.

He promises you that he will never
leave you and will always be by your

side. May His Word become the
greatest treasure that you own as the

Holy Spirit leads and guides you
through life. 

Amen

QSX554
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

HOLY BAPTISM
Today is your Holy Baptism,
Represented by this dove.

As God pours out His blessings,
Be reminded of His love.

May God protect you precious one.
You are a gift from heaven above.

We welcome you into God’s family,
A place that is filled with love.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-19-2012

QSX557
14"  NECKLACE

ACCENTED WITH
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child OF GOD
Today you are dedicated to God. He has
you in the palms of His hands. He will
watch and guide you through your life.
May you always have ears to hear His
voice as we watch your life grow in His
grace.  May He be all you ever need,
knowing He is sufficient for every one of
your needs. May He become your
strength in weakness and your 
everlasting shield.  More than anything
else may you rest in the assurance that
you are a child of the most High.

You are all children of God through faith
in Christ Jesus. 
- Galatians 3:26
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BLUE CZ

Faith

call ON ME
How far away is heaven?

My worries I need to share.
Needing You close to me,
Did You hear my prayer?

I looked up Your number,
In my book I could not find.
When suddenly I cried out,

I hope You did not mind.

Then I heard Your voice.
It sounded like a song.

Our call was quite connected.
You were here all along.

You told me of great things.
Our conversation was sweet.
Oh how I love to be with You,
And now we can always meet.

For there is no long distance.
I now know what to do.
I am only a prayer away

From a conversation with You.
© Deborah J Birdoes

8-16-2002
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Finishing strong
We’re a work in progress

Until the day we die.
So don’t ever grow weary,

He is always at our side.

He’s there to encourage.
He will help us all along,

Until the day we meet Him
When we have finished strong.

There our lives will be complete.
There will be no wrong.

We’ll have our crown of glory
Because we finished strong.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-17-2011
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my journey of hope
I lay my hurts at Your feet

Knowing You are there.
Catch my disappointments,

Life can be unfair.

This isn’t how I imagined
Restless and sleepless nights,

Looking for an answer 
As I turn out my light.

Jesus please hear me
As I give You my fears.
I cry out to You often
You hold all my tears.

I wake up in the morning
To face another day.

I’m counting on You Father,
Please take my pain away.

Then I hear Your voice
Amongst all my unrest,

Prodding me closer,
Feeling I am blessed.

I get back on my feet.
My eyes look up to You.
Clutching Your promises

I see a better view.

My hope is soon returned.
I’ll give it another day.
Renew my faith again,

Help me walk in Your way.

The hope I have in You
Overshadows all my sin.

And the peace of understanding
Comes back to me again.

© Deborah J Birdoes
Copyright 2003
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It Is Finished
Jesus lifted up His voice,

“It is finished”, as He cried.
“Forgive them, every one.”

Then willingly He died.

The task of redemption finished,
To open up heaven’s door.
He triumphed at the cross
To offer us so much more.

The cross and all it stands for
Throughout time shall remain.

The greatest victory for me
Because Heaven’s now my gain.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-13-2009

VERSE:
When He had received the drink, Jesus said,
"It is finished." With that, He bowed His
head and gave up His spirit. 
-John 19:30
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Living Water
The spirit of living water

Flows from my heart.
Jesus lives within me.
We are never apart.

He fills my cup and 
Washes away my stain.

He has set me free.
I am not the same.

Streams of living water
Now dwells in my soul.
I am one with the spirit

I’ve given up control.

I am forever grateful
Knowing I belong to You.

Jesus I wanted You to know
How much I love You, too.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-25-2009

VERSES:
Anyone who is thirsty may come to
me! Anyone who believes in me
may come and drink! For the
Scriptures declare, “Rivers of living
water will flow from His heart.” 
–John 7:17-18

Rivers of living water will flow from
his heart. 
(Engraved around the pendant and each earring)
-John 7:38
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BLUE LACE
AGATE, CZ

QSX380
EARRINGS
BLUE LACE
AGATE, CZ

VERSE:
And I am sure that God, who began the
good work within you, will continue His
work until it is finally finished on that day
when Christ Jesus comes back again. 
-Philippians 1:6

faith
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Strength
VERSE:
I can do all things through Christ, who strengthens me. 
-Philippians 4:13

MESSAGE:
In Roman architecture, columns were the supporting pillars
to support buildings throughout eternity. This Strength
Cross is a reminder that our strength comes from God, who
is our foundation pillar of strength in our weakness. Total
dependency on Him is always where we find our strength!

INSPIRATION:
Nothing is so strong as gentleness, nothing 
so gentle as true strength. 
-St. Francis De Sales

QSX360
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No Greater
Love Nail

No Greater
Love Cross

VERSE:
Greater love has no one than this, than
to lay down one’s life for his friends.
-John 15:13

The immeasurable dimensions of love
are demonstrated in a moment in time
when one life is given for another. 
-Franklin Santagate

“
”

QSX113
16"  NECKLACE W/2" EXT

RUBBER CORD
ACCENTED WITH 
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QSX357
RING

ANTIQUED
AVAILABLE 9, 10, 11
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ANTIQUED

Boldness 
(For men)

VERSE:
For God did not give us
a spirit of timidity but a
spirit of power of love
and self discipline.
-2 Timothy 1:7

VERSE:
The mind controlled
by the spirits is life
and peace.
-Romans 8:6

MESSAGE:
The simple and elegant Star of David (Magen David) is the primary emblem
worn as a pendant by many Jews to express their faith. The Jew’s realization
that hope rests only in trust in God, is reflected in the Star of David design
representing God’s rule over the universe in all six directions: north, south, east,
west, up and down. It is the premier religious jewelry symbol of Judaic faithful.

The Star of David is called the Shield of David in Hebrew. It is named after King
David of ancient Israel; sometimes it is called the Seal of Solomon after his son,
King Solomon. It is a generally recognized symbol of Judaism and Jewish
identity and is also known colloquially as the Jewish Star. This usage began in
the Middle Ages, alongside the more ancient symbol of the menorah.

With the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, the Star of David on the
Flag of Israel has also become a symbol of Israel.

In the Torah the Israelites are commanded to dye one of the threads of their
tallit (prayer shawl) with tekhelet; when they look at this dye they will think of
the blue sky, and of the God above them in Heaven. Tekhelet corresponds to
the color of the divine revelation. Blue in Judaism has thus had an important
significance throughout the history of Jewish culture up to the present.

VERSE:
He says: “It is too small a thing for you to be
My servant to restore the tribes of Jacob
and bring back those of Israel I have kept. I
will also make you a light for the Gentiles,
that you may bring My salvation to the ends
of the earth.”
-Isaiah 49:6

FOR THE JEW FIRST:
“A star will come out of Jacob, a scepter will
rise out of Israel.”
-Numbers 24:7

FOR THE CHRISTIAN AND THE
BORN-AGAIN JEW A SCRIPTURE
FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT:
“I have sent My angel to give this testament
for the churches. I am the Root and the
Offspring of David and the bright and
Morning Star.”
-Revelation 22:6 

Star of David
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BLUE AND CLEAR CZ

Faith
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Dew of Heaven
Renew my strength oh Lord!

Oh how I depend on You!
I give to You my burdens,

Restore, polish and renew!

Keep me close to You!
Teach me not to murmur.
I’ll keep my eyes on You

For You are the master restorer.

Peace in my life I have
As I give up my control.

Give to me the dew of heaven 
For it restores my very soul!

Transform me with Your love
As a new heart begins to unfold.

Help me rest in Your sovereign grace
As You renew my days of old.

© Deborah J Birdoes
2-7-2007

VERSES:
For I am like a tree whose roots reach
the water, whose branches are
refreshed with the dew. New honors
are constantly bestowed on me, and 
my strength is continually renewed.
-Job 29:19-20

Restore us to Yourself, O Lord, that we
may return; renew our days as of old.
-Lamentations 5:21

QSX100
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WHITE AGATE, CZ

VERSES:
I can do all things through 
Christ who strengthens me. 
-Philippians 4:13

I will never fail you or forsake you. 
-Hebrews 13:5

He will perfect all that concerns you. 
-Psalm 138:8

I am receiving all of my needs met according 
to God’s riches in glory by Jesus Christ. 
-Philippians 4:19

With God nothing is impossible. 
-Luke 1:37

Pearls 
of Wisdom

QSX111
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL
ANTIQUED

QSX110
EARRINGS

FRESHWATER
CULTURED PEARL

ANTIQUED

Promises of the Rainbow
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OPENS
SIMULATED RUBY,

SIMULATED BLUE SPINEL,
MULTI-COLOR CZ

VERSE:
Oh the joys of those who do not follow the advice of the
wicked, or stand around with sinners, or join in with scoffers.
But they delight in doing everything the Lord wants; day and
night they think about His law. They are like trees planted
along the riverbank, bearing fruit each season without fail.
Their leaves never wither, and in all they do, they prosper. 
-Psalm 1:1-3

QSX367
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GREEN CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Planted in Faith
Help me to grow strong roots

As I walk in faith with You.
I want to follow Your Word
And delight in all You do.

To flourish like an oak tree,
I know is Your perfect will.

But even if I try and fail
You remain faithful still.

It is only by faith in Jesus
That I can ever succeed.
So I put my trust in You,

For You are all I ever need.

Planted in faith I remain
So I will be able to stand,
To prosper in Your ways,

Safe in Your loving hands.
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-29-2009

Faith

MESSAGE:
There are five pearls
on this pendant 
representing each
of the verses.

The rainbow is a promise God has given to us. It is God’s guarantee that He
will never again destroy the whole earth with a flood. It is a promise that we
can visibly see from God that He will fulfill His promise. It is His signature
upon His covenant between Himself and the earth. May the rainbow that
you see be a reminder of Noah and the flood. May it also remind you that
God loves you and that no matter how bad the storms in your life are, there
is always a rainbow waiting to make your day much brighter. It is also a
reminder that God always keeps His promises.

VERSE:
And I will establish my covenant with you; neither shall all flesh be cut off
any more by the waters of a flood; neither shall there any more be a flood to
destroy the earth.  And God said, This is the token of the covenant which I
make between me and you and every living creature that is with you, for
perpetual generations: I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a
token of a covenant between me and the earth. And it shall come to pass,
when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the bow shall be seen in the cloud:
And I will remember my covenant, which is between me and you and every
living creature of all flesh; and the waters shall no more become a flood to
destroy all flesh.  And the bow shall be in the cloud; and I will look upon it,
that I may remember the everlasting covenant between God and every
living creature of all flesh that is upon the earth.  And God said unto Noah,
This is the token of the covenant, which I have established between me and
all flesh that is upon the earth." 
-Genesis 9:11-17
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MESSAGE:
CROSS – We must have faith in Jesus! Mark 11:24
GRAPE CLUSTER – We must stay joined to Him! John 15:7
TEN COMMANDMENTS – We must remain obedient! John 3:22
HEART WITH HANDS – We must agree in prayer together! Matthew 18:19
DOOR – We must keep knocking and seeking! Luke 11:10
CLOCK – Prayer is answered in Gods’ timing! Ephesians 1:10
JOURNAL LOCKET – Write out your prayer need or your prayer answered
and carry it in your Journal Locket as a reminder of God’s faithfulness.

Answered Prayer
Charm Bracelet 

with Locket
I wait for the door to be opened,
As I come before you and knock.

Coming to you in confidence,
Your promises, solid as a rock.

“What do you want?” Jesus asks.
My child you have to believe,

That I can answer all your prayers,
But you must be willing to receive.

I answer you with yes or no,
And sometimes I ask you to wait.

Please do not grow weary.
My answer is never too late.

For My grace is always sufficient,
It will meet your every need.
My child I’ll take care of you.
I desire to bless you indeed!

So come to Me in confidence.
I long to hear your voice.

To answer all your prayers,
Has always been my choice.

© Deborah J Birdoes
QSX121

7.5"  BRACELET
ANTIQUED

Tree of Life
In the Book of Genesis is a tree in the

Garden of Eden whose fruit gives
everlasting life. After eating from the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil,
the biblical account states that Adam
and Eve were exiled from the Garden
of Eden to prevent them from eating

from the Tree of Life.

The Tree of Life represents that Jesus
is our source of life. He is our

unlimited source of power, joy and
strength to become more than

conquerors. Just like His Word, when
we tap into the Tree of Life, we will
live forever. We will find Him when

we seek Him with all our heart.

VERSES:
“And out of the ground the Lord God made every tree grow
that is pleasant to the sight and good for food. The tree of life
was also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil.” 
-Genesis 2:9

Then the Lord God said, “The people have become as we are,
knowing everything, both good and evil. What if they eat the
fruit of the tree of life? Then they will live forever!” 
-Genesis 3:22

QSX126
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CZ
ANTIQUED

Faith
It takes faith to be strong.

It takes faith to believe.
But from our walk of faith
We’ll be able to receive.

It takes us letting go,
And our hands opened wide,

Hope will fill our hearts
When we choose to abide.

If we have just a little faith
As small as a mustard seed.
Our faith will grow stronger
Because faith is all we need!

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-18-2009
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ANTIQUED

VERSE:
Faith is being sure of what
we hope for and certain of
what we do not see.
-Hebrews 11:1

Faith
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VERSE:
The Lord your God goes with you; He
will never leave you nor forsake you. 
-Deuteronomy 31:6 NIV
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CZ

steadfast love
His love is unchanging,
Today and tomorrow.

He is with us in our joy
As well as our sorrows.

He will never leave you.
Nor will He forsake you.
For He loves us always
No matter what we do.

His love is unchanging.
His love is so deep.

Hold on to His promises
For they are yours to keep.

It doesn’t matter where you are,
Or what you’ve been through.

You have a loving Father
Who is always there for you!

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-7-2011

Hope
I hope to scale my mountains.
And see miracles take place.

I hope to discover hidden secrets
And see my path filled with grace.

I hope the dreams in front of me
Will unfold and then come true.
I hope that each day I live my life
I’ll see my blessings come in two.

I hope that my faith will grow indeed
Even facing my hardest tests.

I’m holding to hope with all my might
Because hope offers me it’s best.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-5-2010
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Perfect Love
You can find perfect love
At the foot of the cross.

Where He laid down His life
So you are not at a loss.

In every dry valley
Lord You bring on the rain.

Through every storm we face
You hold all our pain.

My life is in Your hands.
My fears I leave behind.

If I surrender my all
Perfect love I will find.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-29-2009
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SAPPHIRE, CLEAR CZ

Tranquility
In the craziness of life
I have found a place.

Where tranquility exists
And plenty of grace.

It is at the cross
Where His life flows,

Pouring into my heart
Where His love grows.

Peace takes over
As I trust His ways.

His mercy still covering  
Each one of my days.

How grateful I am
To rest in His grace.

My troubles have found 
This secret hiding place.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-16-2010
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VERSE:
He lets me rest in green meadows;
He leads me beside peaceful streams.
-Psalm 23:2

VERSE:
In this is love, not that we
loved God but that He loves us. 
-1 John 4:10

Faith

VERSE:
Finally He will cause justice to be
victorious. And His name will be
the hope of all the world.
-Matthew 12:20-21
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CZ

Endless Hope
When you look around and see

This world that looks quite empty.
Just look up and face the cross.
There is hope for you and Me!

Your dreams, ideas and plans,
Must all be put aside.

Hope will be your great reward
When you choose to abide.

So build your hope on nothing less
Than what the cross has done.
You will never be disappointed
For hope is what you’ve won.

© Deborah J Birdoes
2-12-2008
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Journey to the Cross
A seed of faith was planted
As my journey just begun.

Starting with my baby steps
Directed towards the Son!

Each day grew so much better.
Though trials were a part.
I grew closer to my Father,

And learned more about His heart.

Transforming my life gently,
I rested in His grace.

Trusting in His promises,
I began to see His face.

My journey grew much sweeter,
For His heart was now my own.
Living each day for my Father,

Until He calls me home.

There my journey will be complete,
And my prize I will have won.

When He looks into my eyes to say,
“Well done my faithful one!”

© Deborah J Birdoes
7-22-2006

VERSE:
“You need to persevere so that when
you have done the will of God, you 
will receive what He has promised.”
-Hebrews 10:35-36

MESSAGE:
The stones on the cross grow bigger and
bigger on the vine, just like our walk
with the Lord grows stronger when we
abide in Him as represented by the vine
inside the cross.

QSX116
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ACCENTED WITH 
GOLD-PLATING

Amazing Peace
Help me not to be afraid.

Perfect peace is found in YOU!
It takes a decision of my heart,

I found this to be true.

It’s part of my inheritance, 
Tho the first step starts with me.

Trusting in the word of God,
Peace sets us to be free.

When our mind is stayed on Him,
Peace guards you like a sword. 
Peace of heart, mind and soul,

Becomes your great reward!
© Deborah J Birdoes

1-9-2007

VERSES:
You will keep him in perfect peace, whose mind
is stayed on You, because he trusts in You.
-Isaiah 26:3

I am leaving you with a gift—peace of mind and
heart. And the peace I give isn’t like the peace
the world gives. So don’t be troubled or afraid.
-John 14:27
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Everlasting Love
There is nothing I can do.
There is nothing I can say.

To ever lose the love
Of my Father in any way.

He loves me very much,
More than I’ll ever know.
His love going so deeply,
Touching my very soul.

Everlasting love He brings to me
With the touch of His embrace,

Holding me close to Him,
Until we meet face to face.

There I’ll look into His eyes.
His touch will feel the same.
As I run into His loving arms
To hear Him call my name!

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-17-2008
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EARRINGS

CZ heart acceptance
Jesus You wrote the story

Of how my life will be.
Your plans are in order.

They’re in perfect harmony.

Yet I still want to question
When adversity comes my way.

I take my eyes off Your Word
And ignore what You have to say.

I try to understand it
As I cry and ask You why.

I go on living my life,
Not aware of Your reply.

You take my hand so sweetly,
You’ve held it from the start,
You whisper to me so gently.

Accept it with your heart!

Someday it will all make sense
When we meet in eternity.
Your life will be complete.

It’s my promise, my guarantee.
© Deborah J Birdoes

9-21-2003
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CATS EYE

faith
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ANTIQUED

VERSES:
The integrity of the upright shall guide them.
-Proverbs 11:3

He layeth up sound wisdom for the upright;
He is a shield to them that walk in integrity.
-Proverbs 2:7

Cornerstones
of Integrity
STRENGTH to be firm.
COURAGE to carry on.
FAITH to believe in.
HUMILITY to walk in.

Amazing Love
I wasn’t there that day

When He gave His life for me.
But I know I was on His heart
As He hung upon that tree.

His love spelled out for me,
Nothing will ever compare.
The greatest of all sacrifice,

To show how much He cared.

Today He still whispers to me.
Yes, My child, it is true!

I did this all for Love
As I gave My life for you!

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-25-2008

VERSE:
For God so loves the world that He gave his
only Son, so that everyone who believes in
Him will not perish but have eternal life.
God did not send His son into the world to
condemn it, but to save it. 
-John 3:16-17

QSX109
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abide in him
My Life here on earth

Was meant to be carefree.
If I abide in Him,

He will abide in me!

He is the great vine!
Branches you will grow.

Staying connected to Him.
Wisdom will overflow.

For He carefully waters,
To promote my spiritual growth,

Always cutting and pruning,
The Master will do both.

To produce His harvest,
Is living within His love.
Our cup will overflow

With such joy from above.

So stay close to the vine.
Remain in this sacred place.

He’ll never be apart from you
As you rest in His grace.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-20-2010
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VERSE:
Those who live in the shelter of the Most High will find rest in the shadow of the
Almighty. This I declare of the LORD: He alone is my refuge, my place of safety; He is my
God, and I am trusting Him. For He will rescue you from every trap and protect you
from the fatal plague. He will shield you with His wings. He will shelter you with His
feathers. His faithful promises are your armor and protection. Do not be afraid of the
terrors of the night, nor fear the dangers of the day, nor dread the plague that stalks in
darkness, nor the disaster that strikes at midday. Though a thousand fall at your side,
though ten thousand are dying around you, these evils will not touch you. But you will
see it with your eyes; you will see how the wicked are punished.

If you make the LORD your refuge, if you make the Most High your shelter, no evil will
conquer you; no plague will come near your dwelling. For He orders his angels to
protect you wherever you go. They will hold you with their hands to keep you from
striking your foot on a stone. You will trample down lions and poisonous snakes; you
will crush fierce lions and serpents under your feet! The LORD says, “I will rescue those
who love me. I will protect those who trust in my name. When they call on me, I will
answer; I will be with them in trouble. I will rescue them and honor them.  I will satisfy
them with a  long life and give them my salvation."
-Psalm 91

MESSAGE:
There are four bezels on this
cross that represent that God is: 
1)Your shelter, 
2)Your refuge, 
3)Your place of safety, and 
4)Your God.

My Refuge
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Fear Less
Don’t worry about your problems.
There are enough worries in a day.

Don’t worry about tomorrow.
Tomorrow is not going away.

Do not be afraid of the dark, 
But embrace it without fear.
It is when we are most afraid

That God is so very near.

When you go through the fire,
The flames will not consume you.

Trust in Him and hold on tight.
There is nothing left to do.

You have to exchange your thoughts
And all you think you know,

To trust what He is doing.
He knows what’s best for your soul.

So stop and give Him all your fear. 
God always gives His best.

Make the Most High your place of shelter.
The Lord will do the rest!

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-28-2008

VERSE:
When you walk through the fire
of oppression, you will not be
burned up; the flames will not
consume you.
-Isaiah 43:2

QSX120
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ONYX, CZ

Faith
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My Chemo Angel
My special chemo angel

Is sent with a prayer,
To not be afraid anymore

Because God is already there.

Stay strong, don’t give up.
Keep your faith, believe even more,

And Never Ever stop believing 
That life is worth fighting for.

© Deborah J Birdoes
8-12-2014

Angel of Hope
This angel is dedicated to those who have hope in any given

circumstance. When hope dwells in your heart, nothing is
impossible. When the world says to just give up, they are the

ones that give it one more try. The road ahead of them
always has a light waiting for them. Those that carry hope in

their heart are motivated by an inner strength for they
know that hope will not abandon them.

Hope is faith holding 
out its hand in the dark.
- George Iles

VERSE:
You are my refuge and my shield; 
I have put my hope in Your word. 
- Psalm 119:114

“ ”

“

”

Have you had a kindness shown?
Pass it on;
'Twas not given for thee alone,
Pass it on;
Let it travel down the years,
Let it wipe another's tears,
'Til in Heaven the deed appears -
Pass it on.
-Henry Burton, Pass It On

VERSE:
Do nothing from selfishness or empty
conceit, but with humility of mind let
each of you regard one another as
more important than himself; 
do not merely look out for your own
personal interests, but also for the
interests of others.
- Philippians 2:3-4
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ANTIQUED

Angel of Kindness
This angel is dedicated to those who have a

heart that reaches out and cares about others.
Your heart is full of mercy as you look beyond

your own needs, and see the needs of
someone else.  You have learned the greatest

lesson in life. When you give kindness, it is
always returned to you in love. The world is a

much better place because you are here.
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CZ

Angel of Faith
This angel is dedicated to the one who walks in faith.

Their lives are not controlled by circumstances but
by the peace they have trusting in the Lord. No

matter what happens, they have a strong reservoir of
hope, courage and most of all a calmness, knowing

that all things will work out well.

VERSE:
Faith is the confidence that what we hope
for will actually happen; it gives us the
assurance about things we cannot see. 
- Hebrews 11:1

Faith is the bird that sings
when the dawn is still dark. 
- Rabindranath Tagore
“ ”

QSX163
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED
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VERSE:
I command you- be strong and courageous!
Do not be afraid or discouraged. For the
Lord your God is with you wherever you go." 
- Joshua 1:9 

Courage doesn’t always roar. Sometimes
courage is the quiet voice at the end of
the day saying, I will try again tomorrow. 
- Mary Anne Radmacher

“
”

“
”

Angel of Courage
This angel is for those whose path is on the road of
courage. You have carried your weight of what you

are going through and still plowed forward. You have
stepped out of your zone of comfort to fulfill your

vision. Obstacles and challenges have not held you
back. In fact you have grown stronger and more

confident, making the courage you have inside grow.

QSX384
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

Angel of Gratitude
This angel is dedicated to those with a

grateful heart. They are the ones who know
that sharing what they have only doubles

their joy. Their gratitude keeps them looking
at life no matter what it brings with a

thankful heart. They are grateful even when
the day grows dark knowing the dawn is just

ahead. A grateful heart has discovered the
true meaning to happiness in life.

As each day comes to us refreshed and anew,
so does my gratitude renew itself daily. The
breaking of the sun over the horizon is my
grateful heart dawning upon a blessed world. 
- Adabella Radici

VERSE:
For I have learned how to be
content with whatever I
have. I know how to live on
almost nothing or with
everything, I have learned
the secret of living in every
situation, whether it is with
a full stomach or empty,
with plenty or little. 
- Philippians 4:12

“
”

QSX166
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED

A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity;
an optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.
- Winston Churchill
“ ”

QSX383
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

Angel of prayer
This angel of Prayer is dedicated to those that believe in the power of

prayer.  Every one of your prayers is heard and the desires of your
heart are on their way. Your belief is what empowers your prayers to
be answered. Pray boldly and with strength. Prayer is the absolute
root where blessings are born. May this angel become a constant 

reminder that heaven’s doors are opened when we stand and believe..

QSX562
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

VERSE:
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer
and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. 
- Philippians 4:6

Our prayers lay the track down which God’s power
can come. Like a mighty locomotive, his power is
irresistible, but it cannot reach us without rails.
- Watchman Nee

wings of glory TM

VERSE:
Your life will be brighter than the noonday.
Even darkness will be as bright as morning.
Having hope will give you courage. You
will be protected and will rest in safety.
- Job 11:17-18

Angel of Optimism
This angel is dedicated to the person who always

looks at the brighter side of life. If the world appears
dark they can still see the rays of sunshine coming

through. They wear a smile on their face which they
freely hand out. Their secret is the inner peace that

they have inside. They always have a positive outlook
knowing that no matter what, things always work

out. Here’s to those who see the very best in all
situations and dwell in an optimistic spirit.
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Angel of Purity
This angel is dedicated to the woman who guards

her heart and mind with pure thoughts. 
Her commitment to purity is a daily walk. Her trust

and her obedience is a pearl in the Lord’s heart.

VERSE:
Flee the evil desires of youth, and pursue
righteousness, faith, love and peace, along with
those who call on the Lord out of a pure heart. 
-2 Timothy 2:22

Your capacity to keep your vow will
depend on the purity of your life. 
-Mahatma Gandhi

The real ornament of woman is her
character, her purity.
- Mohandas Gandhi

“

“
”

“ ”

”

QSX507
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL, CZ

Angel of Strength
This angel is dedicated to those that know where

our strength comes from and wraps themselves with
it. During difficult times this angel reminds one that
we cannot do it on our own but when we depend

on our Lord to carry us through, He will never leave
us or forsake us. We can accomplish what we need

when we look to our Source for strength.

He who believes is strong;
he who doubts is weak.
Strong convictions
precede great actions. 
- J.F. Clarke

VERSE:
For I can do everything with the help of Christ
who gives me the strength I need. 
- Philippians 4:13

“
”

“ ”

QSX171
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

Angel of
marriage

This angel is dedicated to
those who believe in the gift of 

marriage. It is for those who
are committed to each other

for life.  You both feel that each
one of you got better than you

deserved. You believe that
having your best friend by your

side, in life’s journey, is truly
amazing. May this angel always

remind you of the love that
you have for each other.

Angel of joy
This angel is dedicated to

those who look at the brighter
side of life.  Inside, they have
an inner joy that pours out of

them. Their smile is contagious.
When things go wrong, they
handle it with strength, so as
not to interrupt the joy that

belongs to them. Their focus is
to keep giving and reaching

out to others. They find that joy
remains their reward. 

QSX548
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

QSX549
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

VERSE:
Haven’t you read, “He replied,
"that at the beginning the Creator
'made them male and female,' and
said, 'For this reason a man will
leave his father and mother and
be united to his wife, and the two
will become one flesh'? So they
are no longer two, but one.
Therefore what God has joined
together, let man not separate."  
- Matthew 19-4-6The greatest achievement in my life thus far 

has been to love you and be loved by you.
- Author Unknown

VERSE:
Thou wilt make known to me the path of life; In Thy presence
is fullness of joy; In Thy right hand there are pleasures forever. 
- Psalm 16:11

Joy is what happens to us when we allow 
ourselves to recognize how good things really are. 
- Marianne Williamson 

wings of glory TM
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Angel of comfort
This angel is dedicated for those that seek comfort. You are in
the hearts and thoughts of so many wanting to surround you

with their love. They want to share your sorrow and let you
know how much they care. Each one of your tears are counted

by God. Your angel of comfort is near to you at this time 
praying for a new beginning. Although joy is not there for you
right now, you will look back and realize that love remained.

You are not alone.

VERSE:
Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the 
Father of compassion and the God of all comfort, who comforts
us in all our troubles, so that we can comfort those in any
trouble with the comfort we ourselves have received from God.
- 2nd Corinthians 1:3-4

May you see God's light on the path ahead,
When the road you walk is dark.
May you always hear,
Even in your hour of sorrow,
The gentle singing of the lark.
When times are hard may hardness
Never turn your heart to stone,
May you always remember
when the shadows fall—
You do not walk alone. 
- Irish Blessing

QSX547
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

“ ”

Angel of Blessing
This angel is dedicated to the person who realizes all that they

have is a gift from God. Each day is greeted with a smile knowing
that every good thing comes from the Father above. They know

that they walk in favor and nothing can touch them without
knowing that everything passes through the Father’s hands.

May you live as long as you want,
And never want as long as you live.
- Irish Blessing

VERSE:
I am abounding with the favor of You,
Lord, and I am full of Your blessings. 
- Deuteronomy 33:23

QSX165
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

Angel of Friendship
This angel is dedicated to the person who is a true friend. It is

the person who walks along side of you through the highs
and even the lows of your life. They are there for you, always
wanting the very best for you, and even helping you achieve

it. They are the ones you can trust your secrets with and
share your tears and defends you courageously. They are the
connection to your past and the smooth road to your future.

A friend is the person who accepts you as you are.

A true friend reaches for your
hand and touches your heart. 
- Author Unknown

VERSE:
A sweet friend refreshes the soul. 
- Proverbs 27:9

“ ”

QSX153
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

QSX152
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED

Angel of Grace
This angel is dedicated to those that realize that

grace is a free gift from God and cannot be
earned. We do not deserve it but by accepting

what Jesus has done for us on the cross, grace has
been given freely. It is the greatest gift one can
receive wrapped with the ribbon of God’s love.

I do not at all understand the mystery of grace—only that it
meets us where we are but does not leave us where it found us. 
- Anne Lamott

VERSE:
For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith and
this is not from yourselves, it is the gift from God. 
- Ephesians 2:8

“ ”

QSX151
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

QSX150
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED
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Angel of Motherhood
This angel is dedicated to the woman who has
been blessed with being a mother. You are the
truest friend in your child's life. When the world

deserts us, a mother will be waiting with open arms
at any age. Your love endures through every stage
of life, encouraging and shedding light on every

situation. Your love is the strength that makes the
difference. When your child smiles, you can be sure

that it is your love reflected in their smile.

VERSE:
Her children arise up, and call her blessed. 
- Proverbs 31:28

QSX154
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED

QSX155
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Angel of Remembrance
This angel is dedicated to the remembrance of a
special loved one. Although it was hard to part,
they live on in your heart. This angel is meant to
bring a smile to your face remembering the love

you once shared. 

Death leaves a heartache no one can heal,
love leaves a memory no one can steal. 
- From a headstone in Ireland

VERSE:
Every time I think of you, I give thanks to my God.
- Philippians 1:3

“ ”

QSX158
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED

QSX159
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

Angel of Perseverance
This angel is dedicated to those who keep on the path

of perseverance even when the road is rocky. Taking
one step at a time with your eyes on your goal will help

you climb whatever mountain there is. Endurance is
the fuel for all the miles it takes to accomplish your

dream. Keep on track and you will arrive!

If one dream should fall and break into a thousand pieces, never
be afraid to pick one of those pieces up and begin again. 
- Flavia Weedn

VERSES:
So let us not get tired of doing what is good. At just the right
time we will reap a harvest of blessing if we don’t give up. 
- Galatians 6:9

I have brought you glory on earth by completing the work
you gave me to do. 
- John 17:4

“ ”

QSX157
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

QSX156
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED

Angel of Love
This angel is dedicated to those in love. Love is what
makes the world a better place. It keeps us warm on
winter nights and helps us embrace life with a smile.

Even in silence, the heart of love will still speak to
you. No one will ever know how much the heart can

hold until they discover true love.

Love puts the fun in together, the sad
in apart, and the joy in a heart. 
- Author Unknown

VERSE:
Love never gives up, never loses faith,
is always hopeful, and endures
through every circumstance. 
-1 Corinthians 13:7

“ ”

QSX160
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED

QSX161
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

Angel of Protection
This angel is dedicated to those who know that

under the shadow of His wing comes protection.
He is our refuge and our place of safety. He

orders His angels to protect you wherever you
go. Those that trust in His name, He protects.

PROVERB:
Do not protect yourself by a
fence, but rather by your friends. 
- Czech Proverb

VERSE:
Have mercy on me, O God, have mercy!
I look to you for protection. I will hide
beneath the shadow of your wings…
- Psalm 57:1

QSX168
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
GOLD-PLATED

QSX169
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED

PROVERB:
God could not be everywhere, 
so He created mothers. 
- Jewish Proverb

wings of glory TM
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QSX610
18"  NECKLACE

PURPLE CZ
QSX608

18"  NECKLACE
PINK CZ

QSX609
18"  NECKLACE

BLUE CZ

QSX611
18"  NECKLACE

YELLOW CZ

QSX612
18"  NECKLACE

GREEN CZ

QSX613
18"  NECKLACE

BLUE SWAROVSKI
ELEMENTS

Never Give Up Butterfly Collection
Whatever your dreams, hopes and desires are, never give up on them.  Keep moving
forward, don’t stop trying, keep persevering. Keep strong in your belief. Never give up on
your dreams because sometimes you cannot see the blessing before you. Just like the
butterfly, it was once a caterpillar until one day it changed. May this butterfly be your
reminder to keep pursuing what you believe in and to never ever, ever give up!

Deborah J Birdoes

never give up butterfly collection

New 

Collection!
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Sisters
We have a common garden.

You’re a big part of it too.
For when I pick a flower
It’s then I think of you.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-1-2011

Families
Families are meant to be together

Bound from the very start,
Knowing that the common thread

Are the ties of the heart.
© Deborah J Birdoes

1-1-2011

Bloom where you
are planted

Bloom where you are planted
On the path of your journey.
God has placed us correctly

Just where we are to be.
© Deborah J Birdoes

12-29-2010

Mother
A mother is not just a mom
But she is a forever friend.

She loved you from the beginning
And she’ll love you until the end.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

Friends
Friends are the sunshine in our life

Making it a brighter place. 
I look up and see the rays of joy
And immediately see your face.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

LOve ties us 
together

Love is the link
That ties us together

With our past and present
Extending to forever.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

I'm just saying...™
"Love ties us together"

I'm just saying...™
"A mother is a forever friend"

I'm just saying...™
"Sisters are from the same garden"

I'm just saying...™
"Families are tied together by heartstrings"

I'm just saying...™
"Bloom where you are planted"

I'm just saying...™
"Friends are the sunshine of life"

  QSX508
18"  NECKLACE

2 PIECE MOVEABLE
CZ

ANTIQUED LETTERING

QSX509
18"  NECKLACE

2 PIECE MOVEABLE
CZ

ANTIQUED LETTERING

QSX511
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2 PIECE MOVEABLE
CZ

ANTIQUED LETTERING

QSX512
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2 PIECE MOVEABLE
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ANTIQUED LETTERING

QSX513
18"  NECKLACE

2 PIECE MOVEABLE
CZ

ANTIQUED LETTERING

QSX510
18"  NECKLACE

2 PIECE MOVEABLE
CZ

ANTIQUED LETTERING

I'm Just Saying...TM
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If you think you can
If you think that you can,
You know that you will.

It’s when you make it happen,
Your wish you’ll fulfill.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

I LOve you to 
heaven and back

I love you to heaven and back.
These words are not too few.

The distance between it cannot
Carry all my love for you.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

Prayer Changes things
Prayer always changes things.
Your concerns you can leave.

He hears and loves to answer them.
Just trust Him and believe.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

Always kiss 
me goodnight

Always kiss me goodnight
Before I go to sleep.

Sweet dreams are sure to come
Knowing my day is now complete.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

All That we love
All that we love cannot be measured

By how much a heart can hold.
It becomes a part of each of us
Where memories turn to gold.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

Listen to 
your heart

Listen to your heart.
It’s not always what it seems.

It’s just crying out to you
And following your dreams.

© Deborah J Birdoes
12-29-2010

I'm just saying...™
"All that we love becomes a part of us"

I'm just saying...™
"Always kiss me goodnight"

I'm just saying...™
"Prayer changes things"

I'm just saying...™
"If you think you can, you will"

I'm just saying...™
"I love you to heaven and back"

I'm just saying...™
"Listen to your heart"

QSX514
18"  NECKLACE

2 PIECE MOVEABLE
CZ

ANTIQUED LETTERING
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2 PIECE MOVEABLE
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ANTIQUED LETTERING
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ANTIQUED LETTERING
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ANTIQUED LETTERING
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ANTIQUED LETTERING
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ANTIQUED LETTERING

I'm Just Saying...TM
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I appreciate you
my daughter

I appreciate you! I have been so
blessed for so many reasons to
have you as my daughter.  You

make me smile and bring sunshine
in my life. There is a special place in

my heart that is reserved just for
you. I wanted you to know today

just how much joy you bring to me
and how much I love you so!

QSX399
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Side Reads:
i appreciate you

my daughter

I appreciate you mom
Today I wanted to remind you how I treasure

you. You have been there by my side to lift me
up when I needed.  You have been silent when I

just needed you to listen. You always give to
me from your heart. Today I wanted you to

know how much I appreciate you mom!

QSX400
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Side Reads:
i appreciate

you mom

I believe in You
No matter where you go, no matter what you do,
there is something that will not change in me. It

is the fact that I believe in you! I hope that
knowing this, it will bless you on your journey

ahead. I will always be behind you and support
you because I know what you are made of. I have
faith in your abilities. Your best season is ahead of

you. I will be standing in the background
applauding you on because I believe in you!

Bottom Reads:
I believe in youQSX522

18"  NECKLACE
ANTIQUED LETTERING

Sending you my love
Today I am sending you my love.  It is yours to

keep. Hold on to it if you ever feel lonely or sad.
It is meant to cheer you up and bring a big smile

to your face. I hope it warms you up on a cold
day just like you do when I think of you. I am so
grateful to have you in my life. Never forget not

even for a moment how much I love you so!

Side Reads:
Sending you 

my love

QSX524
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING
I am proud of you

I have watched you grow for so long and
become a special person.  Today I wanted
you to know just how very proud I am of
you. I love what you have accomplished.
You know what the word “possible” truly

means.  I love what you have become and
enjoyed watching it happen.

Side Reads:
I am proud of

you

QSX525
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED LETTERING

in touch expressionsTM
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Never, ever give up
A butterfly is a work in progress through

transformation. It worked hard becoming
stronger and more beautiful each day. One
day it emerged to become all it was meant
to be. That is you! Never, ever give up! You
are a beautiful masterpiece in the making.

QSX402
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Side Reads:
never, ever give up

You are loved more
than you know

If you could only see the inside walls of my
heart. There would be multiple hearts

within a big heart. It is how I feel about you.
My heart is bursting.  Know that you are

loved more than you can imagine.

QSX396
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Side Reads:
you are loved more

than you know

Always here for you
Each day has a sunrise and each day has a

sunset. What you are going through will have
an end too. Just wanted you to know that I am
always here for you. You are not walking alone.

QSX389
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Side Reads:
always here

for you

I celebrate the day
you were born

Today I celebrate the day you were born
and how you are a special part of my life.
Life seems so much better with you in it.

Just wanted you to know I love you and am
wishing you the best that life has to offer.

QSX391
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Side Reads:
i celebrate the day

you were born

Believe in miracles
Miracles happen every day.  They are sent from God

who cares about you. The real miracle is our faith.
Never stop believing that out of every difficult

situation God can always bring possibilities. It is when
you plant your dreams in faith that miracles grow.  

QSX394
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Side Reads:
believe in 
miracles

in touch expressionsTM
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I care about what
you are going

through
What you are going through is too much of

a burden for you to carry alone. God is
there to lift the weight.  Cast your cares on
Him and your load will be lightened. He is
there for you with open arms. And so am I.

QSX388
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Side Reads:
i care about what you

are going through

Wishing you luck
I wish you luck and all the blessings life
has to offer you.  You are someone very
special and deserve only the best. May

luck and good fortune follow you all
the days of your life. May you always

shine with promise and may your
dreams only grow bigger.

QSX404
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Side Reads:
wishing you luck

May your life 
be full of 

unexpected blessings
As I look at you, I see the many blessings you
already have.  I rejoice that there are more on
the way. May your blessings chase you down

and overtake you. Enjoy each and every one of
them for they are truly a gift.

QSX392
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Side Reads:
may your life be

full of unexpected
blessings

You are an 
angel to me

I do not think I have told you enough that you
are an angel to me.  I know I have not seen one
in person but every time you extend your heart

and hand out to me, an angel appears before
my very eyes. It is because of you I believe!

Side Reads:
you are an
angel to me

QSX520
18"  NECKLACE
FRESHWATER

CULTURED PEARL
ANTIQUED LETTERING

You are a 
blessing to me

Not only are you a blessing to those around you,
but you are one of the greatest blessings that I
have. I marvel how God has put us together. No

coincidences, no luck, just a pure gift that comes
from heaven wrapped with your love. If I haven’t
said it enough to you, I just wanted you to know

today that you are a blessing to me.

QSX390
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

Side Reads:
you are a

blessing to me

in touch expressionsTM
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Those who have shown us love,
brought us joy, and made us laugh
have given us the lasting gifts of a
beautiful life—and blessed our
memories forever. 
–Bonnie Jensen

“

VERSE:
It is right that I should feel as I
do about you, for you have a
very special place in my heart.
–Philippians 1:7

Never Forget TearTM

This Never Forget TearTM pendant is worn by
those who want to celebrate, cherish or
commemorate a special occasion, memory,
or person. It was designed to make you smile
and bring comfort to your heart.

QSX180
18"  NECKLACE

JANUARY
DARK RED CZ

QSX181
18"  NECKLACE

FEBRUARY
PURPLE CZ

QSX182
18"  NECKLACE

MARCH
LIGHT BLUE CZ

QSX183
18"  NECKLACE

APRIL
CZ

QSX184
18"  NECKLACE

MAY
GREEN CZ

QSX185
18"  NECKLACE

JUNE
VIOLET CZ

QSX186
18"  NECKLACE

JULY
RED CZ

QSX187
18"  NECKLACE

AUGUST
LIGHT GREEN CZ

QSX188
18"  NECKLACE

SEPTEMBER
CREATED SAPPHIRE

QSX189
18"  NECKLACE

OCTOBER
PINK CZ

QSX190
18"  NECKLACE

NOVEMBER
YELLOW CZ

QSX191
18"  NECKLACE

DECEMBER
BLUE CZ

Free Display
With the Purchase
of any 12 pieces.

*
QSXDISP1

LOVELY WHITE LEATHERETTE DISPLAY
WITH SIGN CREATED ESPECIALLY 

FOR SENTIMENTAL EXPRESSIONS®
8.5"L x 5.5"W x 1.75"H

*Shipping charges will apply.

”

comfort
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Love Carries On
I am still weeping for you
For it takes time to heal.

As I hold all my memories
Even death cannot steal.

You live in my heart
Because love carries on,

Though the tears still flow
Now that you’re gone.

I will live my life.
A smile I’ll begin,

Until I see you one day
And live again.
© Deborah J BirdoesPerhaps they are not the stars, but

rather openings in Heaven where
the love of our lost ones pours
through and shines down upon us
to let us know they are happy. 
-Unknown

“

”

QSX193
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

Remember me always
Remember me always
I am not that far away.
I'll be in your actions,

And part of what you say.

When you're lonely and sad
And you receive a big smile.

Look again and realize
It's me staying for a while.

I live on in your heart.
I am not that far away.

Let me still become
A big part of your day.

Keep happy, keep hoping
Even though I've died.

Together we will be again.
This time on the other side.

© Deborah J Birdoes
11-7-2009

With Me always
You will always be with us,

Though we can’t see you now.
Wishing you would still be here,

But God did not allow.

Struggling to let go of you,
Not wanting you to part.

But God took you anyway
You live now in my heart.

Yes you will be with me
As I begin to say my prayers.

Feeling your presence closely
When I sense that someone cares.

For now you entertain heaven,
Being as joyful as you were here.

The angels enjoying your laughter,
Giving your love so sincere.

I know you’ll be carrying on,
Waiting patiently for me.
Until we all meet again.

This time for eternity.
© Deborah J Birdoes

11-20-2010

in loving memory
As I wear this memory tear

I often think of you,
And our days spent together.

Those days much too few.

Although they make me smile,
I wish you were here with me.

But you are just a thought away
In a loving memory.

There I will hold you close
Where no one can steal,

The sweet memory of you
As my heart begins to heal.

It is hard to see beyond
All of my deep sorrow,

But your loving memory brings
Hope and comfort for tomorrow.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-17-2011

QSX406
18"  NECKLACE

QSX617
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED     
CZ

QSX529
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX530
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED LETTERING

Reverse
Side

comfort

Always So Near
In my heart is where you’re kept,

Where you are always so near.
It’s a place where I never forget

With the Memory of you so dear.
© Deborah J Birdoes

New!
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Tears to Share
There’s not just my tear

But two tears that we share.
Two tears pouring down

Because we both care.

There’s a tear that I feel
And the one you feel, too.
Because of love we shared

Between me and you.

I know you miss me too.
We share the same tears.

You are a part of my heart
Where you’re forever so near.

© Deborah J Birdoes

A Tear of Love
A tear of love I’ll wear

To always remember you.
A love that was genuine,

A love that was true.

We shared a special love
While you were here with me.

The love I still carry
That I’ll take to eternity.

© Deborah J Birdoes

Tear of Strength
I know you cannot see

All the pain I have inside.
I keep it hidden in my heart
Ever since the day you died.

It doesn’t mean it isn’t there.
Don’t think my heart’s not broken.

I am full of sorrow and of loss
And words that were never spoken.

Yet I know you want me to go on
And stop my questioning why,

And live my life to the fullest
As if you had never died.

Someday I won’t hurt as much
Even though the days are long.

Inside my heart I hear your voice,
Carry on and please be strong.

© Deborah J Birdoes

QSX192
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

QSX194
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

QSX195
18"  NECKLACE

CZ

Tear from 
Heaven

I know that you miss me.
I am feeling it, too.

Always remember though
I am watching over you.

I am in heaven protecting you.
I am not that far away.

I am blowing kisses in the wind
And sending them your way.

I am giving you a tear from me
Just like you, I’m feeling alone.

Hold it until we’re together again.
And you are called back home!

© Deborah J Birdoes
2-1-2010

QSX407
18"  NECKLACE

MOTHER OF PEARL, CZ

He will wipe 
away our tears

Someday there will be no tears
For they shall be wiped away.

No sorrow nor any pain
For they will be gone one day.

No more death and mourning
Only His love and His grace,

Nothing but the pure joy
Of seeing Him face to face.

Eternal joy will be ours
As He calls us by name.

No trace of our trials
But only love will remain.

© Deborah J Birdoes
1-6-2011

VERSE:
He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and
death shall be no more, neither shall there be
mourning, nor crying, nor pain anymore, for the
former things have passed away.
-Revelations 21

QSX526
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
ANTIQUED
LETTERING

Reverse
Side

comfort
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QSX575
18"  NECKLACE

ACCENTED WITH
GOLD-PLATING

your 
brightest  star

Although I am no longer with you,
I am now your brightest star.

Just look up to heaven and see,
I am really not that far.

When you see twinkling
In the skies up above.
It is me smiling on you

And sending you my love.
© Deborah J Birdoes

10-29-2012

QSX574
18"  ASH HOLDER

NECKLACE
HIGH POLISHED BACK

ACCENTED WITH GOLD-PLATING

the grieving 
heart

My heart is not the same
Ever since you slipped away.

It was hard to let you go
Because I wanted you to stay.

I am left behind to carry on.
With a grieving heart to heal.
The love we shared together

Not even death can ever steal.

I know it will take much time,
For my grieving heart to mend.

But knowing you were in my life,
Will help my sorrow to end.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-29-2012

QSX573
18"  ASH HOLDER

NECKLACE
HIGH POLISHED BACK

ANTIQUED

mother of 
an angel

I cried the day you left me.
I had to question why.

I close my eyes and see you,
And once more begin to cry.

Yet I have joy in knowing,
You are an angel to me.

Though earth let you go,
You have wings to fly free.

I’ll always be your mother,
And you’re my angel so dear.

I will keep you in my heart
Where you are ever so near.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-29-2012

QSX571
18"  ASH HOLDER

NECKLACE
HIGH POLISHED BACK

ANTIQUED

QSX570
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

forever my baby
You left this earth so soon.
I still remember your birth.

You must have been too special
To be left here on earth.

Now you have your angel wings,
Forever my baby you’ll be.

Until one day we meet again,
This time in eternity.

© Deborah J Birdoes
10-29-2012

QSX568
18"  ASH HOLDER

NECKLACE
HIGH POLISHED BACK

QSX569
18"  NECKLACE

remembrance ash holders & Necklaces

Each Remembrance Ash Holder has a screw opening and comes
with a funnel and black pouch. Choose the Remembrance 

Ash Holder that best represents your lost loved one.
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QSX177
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

QSX179
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

QSX176
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

“

Each Remembrance Ash Holder has a screw opening and comes with a funnel and black pouch. 
Choose the Remembrance Ash Holder that best represents your lost loved one.

QSX425
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX426
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX420
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

VERSES:
Even when I walk through the dark
valley of death, I will not be afraid for 
You are close beside me. Your rod and
Your staff comfort me. 
-Psalm 23:4

Lord, now let thy servant depart in
peace, according to Thy word. 
-Luke 2:29

a part of you
It is always hard letting go.

You should be here with me.
It is hard to understand it all
as I hold on to your memory.

But it gives me peace to carry
a precious part of you.

Until the day my life I live 
on earth will be through.

Together again we'll be.
This time with no more tears,

but until that sweet day arrives
I'm keeping you forever near.

QSX541
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

QSX543
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ENAMELED

QSX544
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX545
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ENAMELED

QSX614
18"  NECKLACE

SCREW OPENING 
ON BACK

ANTIQUED

QSX615
18"  NECKLACE

SCREW OPENING 
ON BACK

ANTIQUED

”
What the heart has once known,
it shall never forget.
-Author Unknown

remembrance ash holder Necklaces

New!

New!



QSX532
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

QSX616
18"  NECKLACE

SCREW OPENING 
ON BACK

ANTIQUED

QSX423
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX531
18"  NECKLACE

ANTIQUED

QSX172
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
HIGH POLISHED BACK

ANTIQUED

QSX173
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX534
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
HIGH POLISHED BACK

ANTIQUED

QSX535
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK

QSX422
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX533
18"  NECKLACE

CZ
HIGH POLISHED BACK

QSX538
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK

QSX174
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX175
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

QSX537
18"  NECKLACE

HIGH POLISHED BACK
ANTIQUED

Each Remembrance Ash Holder has a screw opening and comes with a funnel and black pouch. 
Choose the Remembrance Ash Holder that best represents your lost loved one. 

VERSES:
Even when I walk through the dark valley of death,
I will not be afraid for 
You are close beside me. 
Your rod and Your staff comfort me. 
-Psalm 23:4

Lord, now let thy servant depart in peace, according to
Thy word. 
-Luke 2:29

What the heart has once known, it shall never forget.
-Author Unknown

a part of you
It is always hard letting go.

You should be here with me.
It is hard to understand it all
as I hold on to your memory.

But it gives me peace to carry
a precious part of you.

Until the day my life I live 
on earth will be through.

Together again we'll be.
This time with no more tears,

but until that sweet day arrives
I'm keeping you forever near.

“ ”

remembrance ash holder NEcklaces
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New!



Prices shown are suggested retail in US dollars at a $16 sterling silver market. Your actual cost will be based on the precious metals market the day your order is invoiced. Diamond and 
gemstone weights adhere to market standards and are approximate. All items are subject to availability and prices are subject to change without prior notice. Jewelry is rhodium-plated sterling silver and priced triple

keystone. Gold-plating is one-half micron. Each necklace includes 18” chain with spring ring clasp, unless otherwise noted, and comes in a gift box as shown on the inside front cover. All earring prices are per pair.
Colors may vary slightly on enameled product. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this catalog; however, we are not responsible for printing errors and reserve the right to correct any error. 

Please refer to our 2015-2016 Silver Book for a complete list of policies. Refer to QGold.com for most current pricing and availability.

*Shipping charges will apply. New orders only.

QSXDISP1
Lovely white leatherette display with sign

created especially for Sentimental Expressions®
Yours free* with purchase of any 12 pieces.

8.5"L x 5.5"W x 1.75"H  1.2 lbs.

   Illuminated display
QSXDISP3 

(8" x 10")
Free* w/product purchase of $600 MSRP

Illuminated Display 
This illuminated acrylic and metal picture frame

display has a clean modern look with beveled edges
and a 1 inch silver band that highlights the inserted

advertising photo. The display is illuminated from the
back and provides a distinctive visual impact

regardless of where it is positioned.

This sleek display can be used on a counter top or
wall mounted. It comes with attachable legs for a free

standing frame.

Display includes three photos (2 horizontal, 1 vertical) 
featuring Sentimental Expressions® jewelry. The

photos are easily inserted into the frame and can be 
changed as desired.

Overall Size
13.5"H x 11.5"W  4.5 lbs.

Display & sales kit
This stylish display, designed especially for Sentimental Expressions®, is available free*
with the purchase of any 4 pieces of Sentimental Expressions® jewelry.  This synthetic

leather and acrylic five-piece display includes one Ice Grip® pendant wall, one
Sentimental Expressions® card holder and three poem card holders. You will love the ease

of using the Ice Grip® pendant wall.  No hooks, no elastic, no slippage.

You can either purchase the kit shown above that we have selected for you, with 4 of the
top selling styles in the top collections (QSXKIT1), or choose your own unique selection of

4 or more pieces to receive the free* display at right (QSXDISP2).  No matter what your
choice, your customers will love the jewelry and the messages on the poem cards.  

   Pendant wall measures 6 ¼”L x 3”W x 8”H  1 lb.

Styles shown for kit (QSXKIT1):
QSX237, QSX236, QSX238 and QSX133.

Investment (MSRP) $225

FREE DISPLAY*
With purchase of

any 4 pieces.

QSXKIT1

QSXDISP2

Jewelry will ship packaged separately.
Minimal assembly is required. 

FREE DISPLAY*
With purchase of any

12 pieces.

Set of three new photos for your display.
QSXPOSTER4 (8" x 10")

*Free w/product purchase of (MSRP) $250 

Illuminated 
display refills
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